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ABSTRACT 
 
Today, wireless communications is used more then ever before. Systems that 
traditionally have been connected with cables are now tending to replace the cables 
with wireless links. This tendency sometimes creates the need of new methods or 
transmission standards to be developed and tested. The SoCTRix Wireless LAN 
Transceiver is a demonstrator within the Socware research project. It implements 
some new methods and ideas for wireless circuit implementation. The purpose of this 
thesis is the development of a flexible high-performance System Test Platform for 
testing different parts of the SoCTRix Wireless LAN Transceiver.  
 
The result is a Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA based System Test Platform board with 
CardBus PC Card interface to a computer.  
 
The hardware achieved has the following features: 

• 8-layer PCB 
• PCMCIA CardBus PC Card interface, enabling 133 MB/s data throughput 
• 1M Gate Virtex-II FPGA with reprogrammable configuration memory 
• Debugging via LEDs and Logic Analyzer connectors 
• 2x SPI EEPROM 
• 40 MHz system clock 
• Easy connection of two daughter-boards 
• Specially designed for wireless transmitter development, can also be used for 

other computer related high-performance applications.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Today, wireless communications is used more then ever before. Systems that traditionally 
have been connected with cables are now tending to replace the cables with wireless links. 
This tendency sometimes creates the need for new methods or transmission standards to be 
developed and tested. The SoCTRix Wireless LAN Transceiver is a demonstrator within the 
Socware research project. It implements some new methods and ideas for wireless circuit 
implementation. The purpose of this thesis is the development of a flexible high-performance 
System Test Platform for testing different parts of the SoCTRix Wireless LAN Transceiver. 
 
During the development of the SoCTRix Wireless LAN Transceiver each sub-part of the 
transceiver needs to be tested separately, or all together. This can mean everything from a 
small test of a digital base band implementation, or function of a mixed signal ADC or DAC, 
or perhaps some feature of the radio-circuits, to a complete test of the whole transceiver. To 
accomplish all this testing a high performance System Test Platform is needed.    

1.1 Purpose 
The purposes of this master thesis project is to design and implement a System Test Platform 
board for the SoCTRix Wireless LAN Transceiver.  
 
The functional view of the test platform is shown in Figure 1.The leftmost part of the figure 
symbolizes the System Control and Communication Control to be run in a laptop PC. The 
middle part SoCTRix PC Card symbolizes the platform board with power-supply and system-
clock generation, a device for the Communication module and Base Band Digital Signal 
Processing and a way to connect Mixed Signal Circuits (ADC/DAC) and Analog Frontend 
(RF-circuits) to the platform. The final and rightmost part is the Air Interface (Antenna) used 
for wireless connection to another device.  
 

SoCTRix PC card

Communication
module

PWR

PC

System Control
and

Communication Control

Base Band
Digital Signal
Processing

Mixed
Signal
Circuits
(AD/DA)

Analog Fontend Air Interface
(Antenna)

 

Figure 1 Functional view of the test platform 

 

1.2 Method 
The assignment specified by the Thesis Work Description is to carry out: 

1. Development of a test PCB for the SoCTRix transceiver based on the PC Card 
standard [1]. This includes designing in the crystal oscillator, power supply 
regulation, FPGA for interface implementation, SMA-connectors (or antennas), and 
other circuits required to form a complete system and prepare it for testing.  
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2. Development of a simple protocol for communicating over the PC card interface. The 
protocol shall enable control signaling and data transfer over the PC card interface. 
This includes a simple example of software in the pc computer and the VHDL 
implementation of the corresponding part in the FPGA shown in Figure 1. 

3. Defining an interface between the Communications module and the Base band digital 
signal processing.  

4. Further work with different test solutions, e.g. different analog parts. 

Only points 1 and 2 are considered to be included in the Master Thesis work. If time allows, 
further work with points 3 and 4 may be commenced. 

 

The method used to accomplish the assignment is: 

1. SoCTRix system study 

2. Interface definition between different part of the System Test Platform PCB 

3. PC Card Standard [1] study 

4. Component selection 

5. Schematic capture 

6. PCB Layout 

7. VHDL and C++ code development 

8. Test and measurement  

 

1.3 This report 
This report is divided into the following chapters describing the work done in the project. 
 
Chapter 1:  INTRODUCTION   

A brief introduction of the purpose and the methods used in this thesis project. 
Chapter 2:  BASIC THEORY   

This chapter describes the basic theories and gives an overview of the parts 
used in this project. First an introduction of the SoCTRix Transceiver, an 
overview of the Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA family, a little about PC Card and the 
PCMCIA standard, and finally some information about PCB and the different 
requirements stated by the PC Card CardBus standard and the Xilinx Virtex-II. 

Chapter 3:  HARDWARE DESIGN   
This and the next chapter and their subsections describe the main work done in 
the project. The subsections covers: System Design Phase, Hardware 
Partitioning, Component selection and Schematic capture. 

Chapter 4: PCB LAYOUT 
This chapter is about the PCB layout, manufacturing and finally component 
mounting. 

Chapter 5:  SOFTWARE DESIGN  
Gives an overview of VHDL and includes a small initial test design to verify 
that the FPGA and the LEDs on the System Test Platform board works.  
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Chapter 6:  TEST AND MEASUREMENT  
Gives details of how to power-up the board for the first time, downloading a 
program into the FPGA and how-to connect a Logic Analyzer.  

Chapter 7:  SUMMARY  
Summarizes the project, presents the time spent on different tasks and finally 
compare the results with the aim and purpose of the project.  

Chapter 8: FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS  
Suggests possible improvements for future development. It include a 
subsection with some information about what have been done and how the 
board has been used since the actual “technical-thesis-work” was finished until 
the report was completed.  

GLOSSARY:   Explains abbreviations used in the report. 
REFERENCES: Reference list for books and datasheets used. 
APPENDIX A:  Used tools and programs. 
APPENDIX B:  Pictures of the STP-board. 
APPENDIX C:  Schematics, 8-pages. 
APPENDIX D:  Layout, presents some of the most interesting PCB-layers. 
APPENDIX E:  BOM-list, Bill Of Material, component listing. 
APPENDIX F:  VHDL-code for an initial test of the STP. 
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2 BASIC THEORY  
This chapter describes the basic theories and gives an overview of the things used in this 
project. First it begins with an introduction of the SoCTRix WLAN Transceiver, then an 
overview of the Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA family followed by an overview of PC Card and the 
PCMCIA standard, and end up with some details about PCBs. The chapter also include the 
PCB requirements stated by the PC Card CardBus standard and the Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA. 

2.1 SoCTRix Wireless Transceiver 
The goal in the Acreo AB, SoCTRix demonstrator project is to create a software defined 
multi-mode, multi-band Wireless Radio Transceiver highly-integrated in silicon. During 
development the transceiver is divided into three main blocks that are concurrently developed 
in separate ASICs. The first block is the Radio Frequency (RF) part also called Analog-
Frontend. The second is the Mixed Signal (MS) part and the third is the Digital Base Band 
(BB). When these three main blocks are working properly they are going to be integrated 
together as tight as possible.  
 
The building blocks in the Analog-Frontend that make the radio are: LNAs, Mixers, PLLs, 
VCOs, VGAs, switches etc. The Analog-Frontend has three interfaces. The first is connected 
to an antenna for transmitting and receiving a modulated radio-frequency signal; the second 
interface is connected to the Mixed-Signal block, the signals are analog base-band signals. 
The third and final interface is to the Digital-Base-Band block, it controls the settings and 
different modes of the radio transceiver.  
 
The Mixed Signal part are mainly high-speed, high-resolution ADCs and DACs converting 
modulated I- and Q- data channels between the digital BB and the analog Analog-Frontend. 
 
The Digital Base Band (DBB) consist of parts for controlling and adjusting the Analog 
Frontend-parts, like switching between different data modes and rates, pre-distortion for 
removing unwanted intermodulation-products etc. It also handles coding and decoding of 
data streams to and from e.g. QAM or BPSK. It creates and interpretates data frames and 
packets, calculates check sums, flow control, etc. and finally communicates with the 
computer.  
 
As a fourth part, or perhaps as a subpart of the DBB, comes the computer interface. The 
computer interface chosen is the PCMCIA-standards CardBus PC Card interface. It gives the 
highest data throughput possible outside the computer, hot plug and play, and is by all means 
the best-suited interface for this type of application. 
 
The SoCTRix Transceiver is designed for working with the IEEE-standards 802.11a, 
802.11b, 802.11g and WCDMA.  
 

2.2 FPGA – Field Programmable Gate Array 
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) is a programmable logic device consisting of 
configurable logic elements and programmable input/output elements. These elements are 
possible to connect to each other in different ways. This makes it possible to create a logic 
structure based on the needs of the users. The FPGA is usually based on some kind of volatile 
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memory for storing the user-programmed configuration of the elements. This type of FPGA 
has to be reprogrammed at every power up; this states that an external memory is necessary 
to re-program the FPGA. There are also other types of FPGA that are OTP (One Time 
Programmable) e.g. Fuse-based; they do not need configuration memories. Once they have 
been programmed they never loose their configuration. The name Field Programmable comes 
from the fact that the FPGA is programmed by the user or customer and not by the 
manufacturer.  
 
The size of a FPGA is usually measured in System Gates; it was supposed to be a measure for 
comparing the FPGA size with the number of gates in an ASIC. Unfortunately most FPGA 
vendors have their own vague system gate definition. This means that a comparison of only 
the number of system gates between FPGAs from different vendors or even between FPGA-
families from the same vendor does not give a reliable result. More details have to be 
considered before a correct result can be made. 

2.2.1 Xilinx Virtex-II overview  
The Xilinx Virtex-II family is a platform FPGA developed for high performance. The family 
delivers complete solutions for telecommunications, wireless, networking, video, and DSP 
applications, including PCI, LVDS, and DDR interfaces. 
 
It is manufactured in a 0.15 µm / 0.12 µm CMOS 8-layer, metal process making the Virtex-II 
architecture optimised for high speed with low power consumption.  
 
The family comprises of 11 members, ranging from 40K to 8M system gates, having many 
different BGA (Ball Grid Array) package types from CS144 (Chip-Scale BGA, with 144 
pins) to FF1517 (Flip-Chip Fine-Pitch BGA, with 1517 pins).  
 
The name of the members are XC2Vxxxx, where XC is for Xilinx, 2V is for Virtex-II and 
xxxx is the number (in K) of system gates, e.g. xxxx = 40 or xxxx = 8000. For ordering and 
programming more information are required to separate the family members from each other, 
the name XC2Vxxxx above is then extended, as shown in Figure 2, with speed grade, 
package type, number of pins and, temperature range. 
 

 
Figure 2 Example of the name convention for a Virtex-II family device 

 
The Virtex-II Architecture is composed as a regular array of four major elements: CLBs, 
BRAMs, Multipliers, and DCMs. These four elements are then connected to each other or to 
the IOBs (Input / Output Blocks) via multiple connections to a general routing matrix. The 
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elements are described after Figure 3, which shows the Virtex-II Architecture as a regular 
array of major elements.  
 

 
Figure 3 Virtex-II Architecture Overview 

 
• CLB – Configurable Logic Block, provides functional elements for combinatorial and 

synchronous logic, including basic storage elements. 
• BRAM – Block SelectRAM memory modules provide large 18 Kbit storage elements 

of dual-port RAM. 
• Multiplier blocks are 18-bit x 18-bit dedicated multipliers. 
• DCM – Digital Clock Manager, provide self-calibrating, fully digital solutions for 

clock distribution delay compensation, clock multiplications etc. 
• IOB – Input / Output Block, provides input, output or bi-directional communication 

to the physical package pins. Supports many different single-ended and differential 
I/O standards, e.g. LVTTL, PCI-X, AGP, LVDS, LVPECL etc. 

2.2.2 FPGA Power Supply requirements 
The SRAM based Virtex-II family require a certain amount of supply current during power-
up to insure proper device configuration Figure 4, (copy of table 5 in [6]) gives the minimum 
current that the power supply must be able to deliver while powering-up different Virtex-II 
models. 
 

Device (mA)  
XC2V40, XC2V80, 

XC2V250, XC2V500 XC2V1000 XC2V1500 XC2V2000 XC2V3000 XC2V4000 XC2V6000 XC2V8000 

ICCINTMIN 200 250 350 400 500 650 800 1100 
ICCAUXMIN 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
ICCOMIN 50 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Figure 4 Minimum power on current requirement for Virtex-II devices 

The current ICCINTMIN is related to VCCINT = +1.5V and ICCAUXMIN, ICCOMIN are related to 
VCCAUX=VCCO= +3.3V. 
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The power-on current mentioned above is defined as the maximum values of the quiescent 
supply current. Typical quiescent values are 1/10 to 1/20 of the above mentioned. In other 
words, this means that these high currents in Figure 4 only apply at power-up and the current 
drawn at continuous use is much lower. To enhance this Table 1 show a small calculation 
example of the power needed by a XC2V1000.   

Table 1: Example of current needed by a XC2C1000 device 

Mode VCCINT = +1.5V VCCAUX=VCCO= +3.3V Power consumed 
Power-up 250mA 100mA + 50 mA = 150 mA 870 mW 
Continuous run 250mA / 10 = 25 mA (100mA+50mA) / 10 = 15 mA 87 mW 

 

2.2.3 FPGA Programming Modes 
There are six different types of programming modes of the Xilinx Virtex-II family. This 
subsection will present the two most important, Master Serial- and JTAG/Boundary-Scan 
Programming Modes, which both are used in this project. The mode pins M2, M1 and M0 
select the programming mode. 
 

2.2.3.1 Master Serial Programming Mode 
The simplest and easiest mode to use is Master Serial, selected when M2, M1 and M0 are low 
(grounded). In this mode, the FPGA is designed to configure it self from a Serial PROM. 
Figure 5 show the signals needed between the PROM and the FPGA. Directly after power-up 
the FPGA clears its internal memory to get into a well-defined state, during the clearing 
process it drive INT_B and DONE signals low, resetting the PROM. Then it releases INT_B 
which is pulled-high by resistor, that releases the reset and enables OE (Output Enable) on 
the PROM. The DONE signal is always held low until the programming is completed. Then 
the FPGA generates the clock, CCLK that clocks the PROM and the data is loaded serially 
from the DATA output on the PROM to DIN on the FPGA. When the configuration is 
completed the FPGA releases the DONE signal, which is pulled-up by resistor, that disables 
the CE (Chip Enable) on the PROM. Now the programming cycle is completed, and the 
FPGA is up and running. 

 
Figure 5 Master Serial Mode Circuit Diagram 
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2.2.3.2 JTAG/Boundary-Scan Programming Mode 
Another method for programming, testing and verification of FPGA circuits is the Boundary-
Scan IEEE Standard 1149.1 also known as JTAG. It is a 4-pin serial bus protocol (there are 
also some extra optional pins, but they are not used by the Xilinx Virtex-II family), the four 
signals are named: TCK – Test Clock, TDO – Test Data Out, TDI – Test Data In and TMS – 
Test Mode Select. A common way to program FPGAs and their configuration memories is to 
have them connected to a JTAG-chain. Figure 6 show three Virtex-II FPGAs in a JTAG-
chain. The JTAG-chain can also include configuration PROMs, SytemACE circuits etc. This 
mode is selected when the mode pins are M2 high, M1 low, and M0 high. 
 

 
Figure 6 A JTAG-chain of FPGAs. 

 

The JTAG-interface can be used to connect debugging tools and test equipment to the 
system. It makes it possible to read and configure internal registers in FPGAs and memories 
at runtime, or to input and output test vectors used for finding errors like missing connections 
in the soldering process at the fabrication of a board before shipping it to customers.  
 
One example of a JTAG-connected tool is Xilinx software ChipScope Pro. ChipScope Pro is 
a logic analyzer IP-block that can be combined with the original FPGA-code. When this new 
combined design has been downloaded into the FPGA it is possible for the ChipScope Pro 
computer software to use a JTAG-cable to connect to the new on-chip analyzer. The 
ChipScope Pro computer software can now be used for setting trigger-points, reading data in 
internal registers or I/O-ports, check internal states etc. and present the data in nice 
waveforms on the computer screen. This is a very powerful debugging method without need 
to use a real Logic Analyzer. (A real Logic Analyzer cannot read internal FPGA registers at 
all, since it must be connected to a physical pin.)  
 

2.2.3.3 Combining JTAG and Master Serial Modes 
In real applications it is convenient to combine these two programming modes. Figure 7 show 
how-to connect a Xilinx XC18V00-series PROM with a Xilinx FPGA.  
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Figure 7 Master Serial and JTAG/Boundary-Scan Modes combined 

 
For more details read “Virtex-II Complete Data Sheet” [6].   

2.3 PC Card 
This PC Card part is mainly a selection and summary of the most important material in 
[1][3][4]. Since they might be hard to get, a summary of them is presented in this chapter.  

2.3.1 PCMCIA and PC Card overview 
In 1989 the association PCMCIA was formed. PCMICA is an acronym for Personal 
Computer and Memory Card International Association. The association was promoting a 
standard interface for memory cards in handheld machines. During the years new versions 
were released with new features introduced. The most important features were to support 
input/output (I/0) cards and to define a standard 68-pin connector and a standard memory 
card form factor. This form factor is now referred to as the PC Card form factor. The 
PCMCIA standard was a great success and many applications from memories, disk drives 
and network cards to digital cameras and measurement equipment were designed to use this 
standard. In public this popular card was called PCMCIA-card, even though the correct name 
is PC Card. 
 
In [3] “Inside PC Card: CardBus and PCMCIA Design” chapter 1.2 is the naming convention 
explained like this: 
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“Technically, the proper reference to the standard is PC Card standard; the term PCMCIA is 
supposed to be used only in reference to the association. However, in the industry the term 
PCMCIA has come to be used to refer to the standard.” 
 
The 1995 release of the PCMCIA PC Card standard defines electrical, mechanical, and 
software specifications for support of memory and I/O expansion with PC Cards. The 
standard supports two interfaces; 16-bit PC Card Interface and CardBus. Both interfaces 
have the common properties:  
 

• Compact Form Factor - PC Card are in a credit card form factor measuring 85.6 mm 
by 54.0 mm. There are three heights: 3.3 mm (Type I), 5 mm (Type II), 10.5 mm 
(Type III). All three types use the 68-pin connector. 

• Hot Insertion - Most of the components of the standard are defined to allow the PC 
Card to be inserted or removed from a host without powering down or rebooting the 
machine. This is different from insertion into a hot socket, in which case the socket 
Vcc is on. The hot insertion capability requires the Vcc to be switched and requires a 
host software layer to manage insertion, removal events, and resource allocations for 
PC Cards. 

• Automatic Configuration - A PC Card is automatically configured upon insertion 
and allocates the resources it requires. PCMCIA has defined configuration space, 
configuration registers, and tuples that are used to describe the resource requirements 
and capabilities of the card. Together these three items allow a host to automatically 
configure the PC Card upon insertion. 

• Ruggedness - All PC Cards are required to perform under environmental and physical 
conditions defined in the standard. 

2.3.2 PC Card: The 16-bit version 
This is a 16-bit slave only bus originally defined in release 2.0. It has many similarities with 
the ISA-bus. Since the System Test Platform is supposed to have as high data rate as possible 
this report does not go into any specific details about this mode. 

2.3.3 CardBus: The 32-bit version 
This is a 32-bit high-performance bus with support for bus masters. It contains most of the 
features of the PCI-bus. It provides bus mastering and high bus bandwidth 133 MB/s 
(compared to 20 MB/s for the 16-bit PC Card). A simple way to describe CardBus is PCI 
electrical protocols with enhancements for card event management, status, and PCMCIA 
mechanical form factors. This makes the PC Card CardBus interface the fastest available 
interface outside of the computer.  
 
The basic capabilities of CardBus are as follows: 
 

• 32-bit multiplexed address/data bus with 
parity 

 
• Support for the following types of cards 

in any combination: 
32-bit bus master cards 
32-bit slave memory cards 
32-bit slave I/O cards 

• Recognition and support of 16-bit PC 
Card-based cards 
Supports both CardBus and 16-bit PC 
Card-based cards 
Enhanced card detection and voltage 
sensing capability to differentiate 
CardBus cards from 16-bit PC Cards 
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• 0-33 MHz clock with 133 MB/s 

throughput 
 
• PCI data transfer and arbitration 

protocols 
Bust Transfers 
Bus locking 
Parity based error detection  
Cache snooping support 

 
• Support of up to eight functions on a PC 

Card (a function is an individual instance 
of a specific I/O or memory capability) 

 

• Supports PCMCIA form factors such as 
Types I, II and III. Uses the same 68-pin 
connector 

 
• Power management support 

Limitation on maximum power-on 
current (70 mA @ 3.3 V) 
Clock rate management 
Remote interface wake-up capability  

 
• Enhanced audio capability – Supports 

both pulse-width modulated (PWM) and 
binary tone 

 

2.3.3.1 Card detection and insertion 
As mentioned above all PC Cards must be hot-insertable. Hot insertion, means connection of 
two electrical systems with one or both switched-on, it is risky and in general not 
recommended. The risk of damaging the electronic circuits due to current-rushes, different 
potential levels or overloads is quite severe.  
 
The PCMCIA solution of the hot-insertion problem is to have three different lengths on the 
pins in the 68-pin PC Card connector (in the computer). The length of a pin is decided by its 
importance to be connected before others. The longest pins are the ground and power pins; 
they get connection with the new system first and assure a common ground potential. The 
second longest pins are all general pins; address/data, control etc. The shortest pins are the 
four specialised pins CCD1#, CCD2#, CVS1, and CVS2. CCD means CardBus Card Detect 
and CVS means CardBus Voltage Select. They tell the computer that a card has been inserted 
or removed and what type of voltage the card needs (+5V or +3.3V). Now all pins are 
connected and the computer can safely switch on the correct voltage-level.        
 
At card insertion the power supply from the host (computer) is limited to 70 mA for +3.3V 
CardBus PC Cards, and 100 mA for +5V 16-bit PC Cards. This maximum power-up current 
must be enough for reading the CIS, se next section; otherwise the card will not be properly 
initialised. When the card is initialised properly it can ask the host to get more current, up to 
somewhere between 800 mA to 1 A depending on the hosts chipset.   
  

2.3.3.2 Configuration Space and CIS 
All PC Card, both 16-bit and CardBus, except the simplest memory-cards must have a built 
in CIS (Configuration Information Structure). The CIS is a linked list of tuples, describing the 
PC Cards properties, demands and requirements for proper function. It is the CIS that the host 
system e.g. a Laptop reads directly when the card is inserted. From the CIS it can find out 
how-to correctly configure, assign device-drivers and which user-programs needed for 
integrating the PC Card in the system. In the 16-bit PC Card should the CIS start at memory-
address 0x00, the CardBus PC Card have a 256-byte configuration space header identical 
with PCI, which in this case, memory-address 0x28 has a pointer to the start of the CIS.  The 
left part of Figure 8 illustrates the CIS and the right part shows a small fraction of the 256-
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byte PCI configuration space header. This pointer arrangement makes it possible for the 
CardBus CIS to be located anywhere in the CardBus memory. 
 
CIS Base address  CardBus PC Card Offset 
 16-bit CardBus  PCI configuration header 
CISTPL_DEVICE 0x00 PtrCIS+0  PCI_DEVICE_ID PCI_VENDOR_ID 0x00 
Link 0x01 PtrCIS+1  PCI_STAUS PCI_COMMAND 0x04 
… ... ...    … 
CISTPL_END    Pointer to CIS 0x28 
      … 
      0xFF 

Figure 8 In 16-bit PC Card CIS start at address 0x00, in CardBus address 0x28 in PCI-configuration 
header is a pointer to start of the CIS. 

 

2.3.3.3 Slew Rate Control on Signal Drivers 
Due to the low number of ground-pins, only 4 of the 68-pins in the PC Card connector (plus 8 
extra “ground legs” in the new CardBus connector) compared to 22 in the 120-pin PCI-
connector that the CardBus standard is related to. Therefore there is a constraint for how 
many signals that are allowed to switch state simultaneously, it is also recommended to use 
Slew-rate control on the signal drivers.   
 

2.3.3.4 Reflective Wave Signalling 
Since this is a high performance interface the Reflective Wave Signalling method is used on 
the clock CCLK. It means that the output driver is still driving the signal to the desired 
voltage level when the reflection of the wave from an un-terminated end comes back and 
pushes the signal level up to the desired voltage level. It is thus very important to be careful 
when doing the PCB-layout, and not exceeding the maximum trace lengths, 63 mm for 
CCLK, and 38 mm for all the other signals. If these lengths are exceeded the reflected signal 
might not come back in correct phase and time to enhance the signals driver. 
  
More information about the CardBus PC card will be presented later in the report, for even 
more details se the reference list and the comments in the beginning of this chapter 2.3. 
 

2.4 PCB – Printed Circuit Board 
This section and its subsections gives an overview of Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) and the 
special requirements stated by the PC Card CardBus standard and the Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA 
family. 

2.4.1 PCB overview 
The Printed Circuit Board, (PCB) have been used for interconnecting components like 
Integrated Circuits, passive components and connectors for a couple of decades now. A PCB 
consists of layers of conductors separated by insulating layers. The conductors are usually 
made of copper, and the insulator is usually some form of fiberglass and epoxy composite but 
it can also be made of Teflon or polyamide. The most common PCB insulator is called FR-4. 
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It has a dielectric constant of ε = 4.7, and it is created from electrical alkali-free glass cloth 
that has been impregnated with an epoxy resin under pressure and heat.  
 
The PCB industry had its beginnings in the United States before metric dimensional units 
were universally adopted for manufacturing. That is the reason why many different units are 
used in PCB design and specifications. Board dimensions are often specified in inches (1 inch 
= 25.4 mm), and dielectric thickness and conductor widths are usually measured in mils (1 
mil = 0.001 inch = 25.4 µm). The thickness of the copper wiring layers is expressed in ounces 
(oz), the weight of copper metal in a square foot of material. Typical copper thickness is 0.5, 
1.0, and 2.0 oz, corresponding to 0.7 mil (17.5 µm), 1.4 mil (35 µm), and 2.8 mil (70 µm), 
respectively. Today even 0.25 oz copper thickness can be used. 
 

2.4.1.1 PCB manufacturing process 
When a PCB is manufactured one begin with a core made of FR-4 that have a thin copper foil 
on both sides. The wanted conductor pattern is transferred to the copper foil with 
photolithography, and then the unwanted copper is removed by etching.  
 
Photolithography is a method to transfer patterns to metal surfaces, first one clean the metal 
surface and add a photoresist that is fixed by heating. There are two types of photoresist: 
positive and negative. For positive resists, the resist is exposed with UV light wherever the 
underlying material is to be removed. In these resists, exposure to the UV light changes the 
chemical structure of the resist so that it becomes more soluble in the developer. The exposed 
resist is then washed away by the developer solution, leaving windows of the bare underlying 
material. In other words, "whatever shows, goes" The mask, therefore, contains an exact copy 
of the wanted pattern.  
 
Negative resists behave in just the opposite manner. Exposure to the UV light causes the 
negative resist to become polymerised, and more difficult to dissolve. Therefore, the negative 
resist remains on the surface wherever it is exposed, and the developer solution removes only 
the unexposed portions. Masks used for negative photoresists, therefore, contain the inverse 
(or photographic "negative") of the pattern to be transferred. When the photoresist has 
“dried” the mask with the wanted pattern is aligned on top of the core, exposed with UV light 
and then the unprotected photoresist is washed away with the developer solution. 
 
If the desired PCB have many layers then the manufacturer process several different cores 
and then stack them together with prepreg in between. Prepreg is a dielectric material mixed 
with epoxy resin that when heated and pressed together works like a glue, when it has cured it 
becomes identical to the FR-4 inside the core. Björn Hoflund, at the PCB supplier Elmatica 
AS, says that there are 92 process step in making a 4-layer PCB, were most of the steps are 
related to chemical processing. He also says that making more than 4-layer boards is in fact 
the same as making several different 4-layer boards in parallel and then stacking them 
together.   
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Figure 9 A typical multi-layer PCB stackup 

 
In Figure 9, a typical multi-layer PCB stackup is shown. The arrangement of cores and 
prepreg layers that make up a PCB is called a stackup. Stackups for modern multi-layer 
boards are usually arranged so that the outermost layers are prepregs with copper foil bonded 
to the outside for the outermost (top and bottom) wiring layers. In the interior of the board, 
pairs of signal layers are placed between pairs of planes to form stripline transmission lines. 
Wires on one signal layer are routed mostly orthogonally to the wires on the adjacent signal 
layer to avoid crosstalk. The stackup is symmetric about the center of the board in the vertical 
axis; this arrangement is usually recommended by fabricators to avoid mechanical stress in 
the board under thermal cycling. 
 
Power planes, like ground and Vcc are often built on the thinnest core available from a 
fabrication vendor (to maximize the capacitance between the planes) and often use thicker 
copper layers than on signal layers to reduce resistance. 
 
When the PCB stackup is complete the holes for hole-mounted components and vias are 
drilled through the entire thickness of the board. After the drilling a new photolithographic 
step is done to select which holes and vias that are going to be plated, that means that the 
walls of the hole get a metal surface so that the conductors in the different layers are 
connected. Finally a solder mask and component text mask are applied on the top and bottom 
layers. The solder mask, a thin (typically 2 mil) layer of polymeric material with openings for 
the soldering pads protects the copper outside the pads from being soldered to. The areas not 
protected by the solder mask are usually coated with solder to avoid the copper from 
corrosion and making the soldering of the components simpler. The outer most text layer is 
only for the making it easier to locate the component locations and their names when 
mounting the components or measuring on the card. 
 
Vias 
Vias are as earlier mentioned used for connecting conductors in different layers in the PCB 
stackup. They are much larger than the conductors. A rule of thumb is that most vendors 
charge a premium for hoes with aspect ratios much over about 8:1 or so (See chapter 2.4.4 
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Vias in [5]), this means that for a typical board of thickness 62-mil (1.6 mm) is a 10-mil 
(0.254 mm) drill hole the smallest practical size. Since the via is going through all layers it 
sets a limit of how many vias there can be on the board, and it explains why it is very 
expensive for a signal to change layers.  
 
There are three types of vias, through via, blind via and buried via. See Figure 10. 
 

Figure 10 Three types of Vias; Through-, Blind- and Buried via 

 
The ordinary via is the through via, it is a plated through hole that can be used to connect all 
layers, and it seen from both the top and bottom side of the PCB.  
 
The blind via is via hole extending to only one surface (top or bottom) of the PCB.  
The buried via is a via, that does not extend to either top or bottom of the PCB, it is only 
between the inner layers. It is very small, much smaller than through via, and saves a 
considerable space but it is usually quite expensive.  
 
Common for every via is how it connect or not connect to the layers it passes through. When 
it connects to single conductor, then the trace (copper conductor line) just connects to the 
pad. When it passes through a layer that should not be connected, there must be a clearance 
hole. That is a hole with larger diameter making sure that, the via does not connects by 
accident if the via or the layers are not perfectly aligned. Finally when the via is supposed to 
connect to a plane, as in a power or ground via, a thermal relief is made. The thermal relief is 
usually four small metal bridges between the plane and via. See Figure 11. This way of 
connecting the plane and via makes the soldering process much easier and reliable, since less 
heat is transferred into the plane, which could have given, a bad solder connection at the via.  
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Figure 11 Thermal relief - connecting via to plane 

It is also recommended to use a thermal relief on top- and bottom layers when connecting 
component pins or pads to larger metal areas, like planes. 
 

2.4.2 CardBus requirements on PCB 
The PC Card – CardBus standard has a set of design rules that must be fulfilled when 
designing a PCB. These rules are listed below and they are a summary of [1], [2] and [3]. 

• No more than one load per CardBus signal is allowed 
• Trace length must be less than 1.5 inches (3.8 cm) for all signals except CCLK.  
• CCLK trace lengths must be less than 2.5 inches (6.3 cm) 
• For decoupling purposes the maximum trace length from a pad to a Vcc or ground via 

must be less than 0.25 inches (0.63 cm) assuming a 20 mil trace width (See chapter 
9.5.2 in [3]or 5.3.4.1.1 in [2]) 

• It is recommended, that if possible, to place a large ground surface on the routing 
layers under the connector. (See chapter 9.5.2 in [3]). 

• The impedance of the signal traces on the CardBus card must be controlled to be 
between 60 and 90 ohms. (See 5.3.4.2.2 in [2]). 

• Pull-up / Pull-down Resistor Requirements (section 5.3.3.3.3 in [2]) 
CardBus PC Card control signals must always contain stable values when no agent is 
actively driving the bus. This includes CFRAME#, CTRDY#, CIRDY#, CDEVSEL#, 
CSTOP#, CSERR#, CREQ#, CGNT#, CPERR#, CINT#, CSTSCHG and, when used, 
CBLOCK#, CCLKRUN#, and CAUDIO. This is often accomplished through the use 
of pull-up resistors on the motherboard. However, the existence of 16-bit PC Cards 
and their protocol in the interface complicates this, because some of the pull-ups 
needed for CardBus PC Cards conflict with pull-downs required by 16-bit PC Cards. 
Therefore, the host system designer must combine both pull-up and pull-down 
resistors on these signals. The way it is solved is to use a structure of “switchable” 
pull-up and pull-down resistors, see Figure 12. With this method pull-downs can be 
switched in when 16-bit PC Cards are present, and pull-ups when CardBus PC Cards 
are present. Note: that pull-up resistors are always required for CSERR# and CINT# 
because they are open-drain outputs. 
 
Table 5-15 in [2], states that CINT#, CSERR#, CCLKRUN#, CREQ# and CAUDIO 
are pulled-up on Host with Host-Resistors. For CCLKRUN#, states Note 3, see 
5.2.10.2 Clock Control Protocol in [2], that no resistor is needed if CCLKRUN# is 
connected to Active Logic. (In the past a 1KΩ pull-down has been used to disable 
CCLK stopping, but it is not allowed in new designs). 
 
For CTRDY#, CIRDY#, CDEVSEL#, CSTOP#, CPERR#, CSTSCHG, CBLOCK# 
and, CRST#, states Note 2, that pull-up resistors on certain CardBus PC Card signals 
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can be removed according to conditions mentioned in 5.3.3.3 Pull-ups, but since this 
Thesis Work doesn’t cover Host design, they are not described any further. 
 
Only CGNT# and CFRAME#, needs to be pulled-up on the CardBus PC Card see 
Figure 12. Resistor values are specified in 5.3.3.3.1, gives Rmin = 4.8kΩ to Rmax = 
45kΩ for the PC Card pull-up resistors.  
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Figure 12 Resistor requirement on HOST and PC Card 

 
• CardBus signals: CAD[31-0], CCBE[3-0]#, CPAR, CFRAME#, CTRDY#, CIRDY#, 

CSTOP#, CDEVSEL#, CPERR#, CSERR#, CCLK, CRST#, CCD[2-1]#, CVS[2-1] 
must be implemented. 
For bus master capability the following must also be implemented: CREQ#, CGNT#, 
CCLKRUN#. 
The following are optional: CINT#, CSTSCHG, CBLOCK#, CAUDIO, Vpp/Vcore (see 
5.5.3.3 Required Signals in [2]). 

 
In [3], section “9.2.5 PCB Layout Considerations” there are guidelines for the PCB layout 
applicable for typical 16-bit PC Cards. It presents some of the problems with making 18 to 24 
mil (approx. 0.5 mm) thin PCBs, and present a Table 9.2, here it is called Table 2, it shows 
recommended sizes of the PC Card feature densities. 
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Table 2: PCB properties proposed in [3], Table 9.2 PC Card feature densities 

Feature Preferred 
mil / µm 

Minimum 
mil / µm 

Comments 

Via pad size 29  737 25  635 Teardrop shape to line is recommended 
Line width and spacing 6/6  152 / 

152 
5/5 127 

/127 
Conductor width and distance between 
them  

SMD pitch  25  635 20 508 Distance between component pads 
SMT pad width 15  381 12 305 Size of the component pads 
Soldermask feature 10  254 6  152 Soldermask between 0.020 pitch SMT is 

not recommended 
Silk-screen legend 
feature line width 

10  254 8 203 Minimize silk-screen features 

 

2.4.3 Virtex II requirements on PCB, Layout Considerations 
The requirements and guidelines for the PCB layout of Virtex-II are presented in [7] from 
which this section is a summary.  
 

2.4.3.1 Vcc and Ground Planes 
A multi-layer PCB is a must, with four layers for the simplest circuits, 6 to 12 layers for 
typical boards. Ground and VCC must each be distributed in complete layers with few holes. 
Virtex-II devices require one plane for VCCINT (1.5 V) plus one plane for VCCAUX (3.3 V). 
VCCO can be distributed on wide signal traces with sufficient bypass capacitors.  
Beyond low resistance and inductance, ground and VCC planes combined can also provide a 
small degree of VCC decoupling. The capacitance between two planes is ~100 pF/inch2 or ~15 
pF/cm2, assuming 10 mil (0.25 mm) spacing with FR4 epoxy. 
 

2.4.3.2 Vcc Decoupling 
Fast changing ICC transitions must be supplied by local decoupling capacitors, placed very 
close to the VCC device pins or balls. These capacitors must have sufficient capacitance to 
supply ICC for a few ns and must have low intrinsic resistance and inductance. X7R or NPO 
ceramic surface-mounted capacitors of 0.01 to 0.1 µF, one per VCC device pin, are 
appropriate. 
Finally, each board needs a power-supply decoupling electrolytic capacitor of 1000 to 10,000 
µF able to supply even more current for a portion of the supply switching period. As a 
general rule, multiple capacitors in parallel always lower resistance and inductance than any 
single capacitor. 
 

2.4.3.3 Board Routability Guidelines 
The Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA has a ball grid array (BGA) package. The BGA-package has its 
pads placed in a matrix of solder balls (see Figure 13 Fine-Pitch BGA Pin Assignments). This 
placement of the pads gives a small package outline and makes it possible to have high-
density PCBs with many components. One drawback is that it requires advanced soldering 
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techniques and X-ray to verify the soldering, it is also very hard to remove and change circuit 
if is broken.  

 

 
Figure 13 Fine-Pitch BGA Pin Assignments 

 
The number of layers required for effective routing of these packages is dictated by the layout 
of pins and the number of pins. This section provides guidelines for minimizing required 
board layers for routing BGA products using standard PCB technologies (5 mil-wide lines 
and spaces or 6 mil-wide lines and spaces). 
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Figure 14 Suggested Board Layout of Soldered Pads for BGA Packages 

 
Xilinx provides the diameter of a land pad on the component side. This information is 
required prior to start of board layout when designing the board pads to match component-
side land geometry. Typical values for these land pads of the FG456 package are described in 
Figure 14 and summarized in Table 3 (See Table 4-5 in [7] for all package types). 

Table 3: Summary of Typical Land Pad Values for an FG456 BGA-package. 

Land Pad Characteristics FG456 (mm) 
Component Land Pad Diameter (SMD) 0.45 
Solder Land (L) Diameter 0.40 
Opening in Solder Mask (M) Diameter 0.50 
Solder (Ball) Land Pitch (e) 1.00 
Line Width Between Via and Land (w) 0.130 
Distance Between Via and Land (D) 0.70 
Via Land (VL) Diameter 0.61 
Through Hole (VH) Diameter 0.300 
Pad Array Full 
Matrix or External Row 22x22 
Periphery Rows 73 

 
If a standard technology with 5 mils trace width and 5 mils spacing is used then a six-layer 
routing scheme will work if the routing of control, I/O and power planes for supply and 
ground can be done efficiently. The standard routing of the FG456 package should use the, 
top, 2nd and bottom layers of a six-layer PCB stackup. 
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Xilinx have suggested way to route the signals so that all pads can be connected. The suggested 
method is shown in Figure 15 

 

Figure 15 FG456 Standard Signal Routing (Xilinx, Figure 4-52 in [7]) 

 

For the FG456 package Xilinx recommend to use three signal layers, Top, Layer2 and 
Bottom to connect all 456 BGA-pads. The two outermost pad rows are routed in the Top 
Layer, the other pads are connected to vias (see Top Layer, left part of Figure 15), the 3rd and 
4th outermost, and some of the 5th row pads are routed in the inner-layer Layer 2 (see Layer 2, 
middle part of Figure 15), the Bottom Layer is used to route the rest of the 5th row pads and 
some 6th row pads (see Bottom Layer, right part of Figure 15). The rest of the unconnected 
vias belong to power or GND pads and they are connected to their respective inner-layer 
power planes.  
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3 HARDWARE DESIGN 
This chapter describes the hardware design phase of the System Test Platform (STP). This 
chapter together with the next chapter presents the main work done in this project. It is 
mainly based on the requirements and needs given by the previous chapter BASIC THEORY. 
The subsections cover; System Design Phase, Hardware Design, Component selection, and 
Schematic capture.  

3.1 System Design Phase 
The aim with the design of the System Test Platform (STP) is to get a flexible base for test 
and development of all parts in the SoCTRix WLAN transceiver. The parts should be 
possible to test individually or all together, the parts are considered to belong to three main 
domains: the Digital, the Mixed Signal and the RF Analog Frontend.  
 
In the beginning of the project and during the project planning the idea was to create a 
generic flexible STP board with a PC Card CardBus Communication Module, an FPGA for 
Digital Base Band Signal Processing, a set of high-performance ADC and DAC with 
possibilities to be changed to SoCTRix developed versions, a generic footprint or connector 
for the SoCTRix Analog Frontend and an Antenna Air Interface. All these parts were to be 
located on a common PCB. Just like in Figure 16.  
 

SoCTRix PC card

Communication
module

PWR

PC

System Control
and

Communication Control

Base Band
Digital Signal
Processing

Mixed
Signal

Circuits
(AD/DA)

Analog Fontend Air Interface
(Antenna)

 
Figure 16 Functional view of the System Test Platform 

 

3.1.1 Functional overview of the System Test Platform 
The functional view of the test platform is shown in Figure 16 .The leftmost part of the figure 
symbolizes the System Control and Communication Control to be run in a laptop computer. 
The middle part SoCTRix PC Card symbolizes the platform board with power-supply and 
system-clock generation, a device for the Communication module and Base Band Digital 
Signal Processing and a way to connect Mixed Signal Circuits (ADC/DAC) and Analog 
Frontend (RF-circuits) to the platform. The final and rightmost part is the Air Interface 
(Antenna) used for wireless connection to another device. A more detailed description of the 
blocks in the above-mentioned parts is included below. 

3.1.1.1 System and Communication Control 
This is the software run in the computer. It can be various types of application software, test 
scripts or non real-time critical algorithms. The system control can contain user interfaces for 
control of system wide settings of different parts of the transceiver like; setting and reading 
configuration registers, selection of data modes and transmission rates, signal strength etc. 
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Common for the above mentioned software is that they use the communication control part. 
The communication control part is the device driver. It takes care initial set-up and configures 
the STP-board properly. It is the communication control that handles all communication with 
the STP-board.    

3.1.1.2 Communication module 
It is the communication module that communicates with the Communication Control in the 
computer. It handles all requests from the device driver. During card insertion this module 
identifies the card and tell the computer about its needs. When the set-up is completed the 
communication module transfer data and commands between the computer and the Digital 
Base Band Signal Processing module. 

3.1.1.3 Digital Base Band Signal Processing module 
In this module the data received from the computer is encapsulated to packets. The module 
adds headers, include the data as payload, calculate check-sums, etc. according to a packet 
format that is depending on the selected data standard and modulation type. When the data 
have been properly processed it leaves the module in 10-bit parallel digital I- and Q-channels. 
 
The module also receives digital I- and Q-channels from the Mixed Signal ADCs. It 
demodulates the I- and Q-channel information, extract the data packages, perform check-sum 
calculation on the received data and compare it with the packet check-sum, remove the 
headers, and finally send the data to the Communication module for transportation to the 
computer. 
 
Beside the data processing the module control and monitor the settings and function of the 
ADCs, DACs, and the Analog Frontend circuits. 

3.1.1.4 Mixed Signal Circuits (ADC/DAC) 

 

 
The function of this part is Digital to 
Analog Conversion (DAC) of the 10-bit 
wide digital I- and Q-channel data 
received from the Digital Base Band 
Signal Processing module to an analog 
signal for the I- and Q-channel 
respectively. 
 
It also does the opposite that is Analog 
to Digital Conversion (ADC) of an 
analog I- and Q- channel signal 
received from the Analog Frontend. 
The result is 10-bit wide digital I- and 
Q-channel data, which is sent to the 
Digital Base Band Signal Processing 
module. 

 

Figure 17 Functional view of MSPCB 
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3.1.1.5 Analog Frontend 

 

 
In this block the radio is located. The 
radio converts the Analog Base Band 
(ABB) signals (in the MHz range) from 
the Mixed Signal Circuits to Radio 
Frequency signals (in the GHz range) 
and sends the signal to the Air 
Interface. 
 
It also does the opposite that is 
receiving a RF-signal from the Air 
Interface and down convert the signal 
to I- and Q-channel ABB signals, which 
are sent to the Mixed Signal Circuits. 

 

Figure 18 Functional view of AFPCB 

 

3.1.1.6 Air Interface (Antenna) 
The last block is the Air Interface or the antenna. It is just like it sounds the antenna where 
the wireless transmission starts and ends. The antenna can also be replaced with connectors 
simplifying the measurements of transmitted RF-signals and give possibilities to feed the 
system with a RF-signal created by a vector signal generator.  
 

3.2 Hardware Partitioning 
During the system design phase, it showed that the requirement and specification of the 
ADCs, the DACs, their exact footprints, the size of the Analog Frontend and the connection 
to the Air Interface could not be done accurate enough for implementation on the STP-board. 
That and the fact that we could not find a commercial PC Card CardBus circuit made us 
change our strategy.  
 
The decision was to split the system into three different boards, a main STP-board with two 
daughter-boards. 
 
The main STP-board, called STPPCB, should have as little and flexible hardware as possible. 
It should have a big FPGA for implementation of the Communication Module and the Base 
Band Digital Signal Processing. The FPGA should have a set of different connectors; first a 
CardBus PC Card receptacle, then generic connectors that make it possible to connect two 
daughter-boards. The power-supply and system clock should also be included on the STP-
board. 
 
The first daughter-board is for the Mixed Signal circuits and is called MSPCB. 
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The other daughter-board is for the Analog Frontend circuits and is called AFPCB. The Air 
Interface (Antenna) part was skipped and instead the antenna or measurement equipment is 
connect directly on the AFPCB. 
 
The splitting of the STP into three different PCBs was a good choice; it made the STPPCB 
more general without special solutions for some certain mixed signal or radio circuit. The 
choice of having two daughter-boards made it possible for the two workgroups, the Mixed 
Signal Group and the Analog Frontend Group to make own daughter-boards. This simplified 
the concurrent testing and development for both groups. It also makes it possible to use 
commercial circuits for test and comparison of for example the DBB-implementation with 
other then SoCTRix MS and AF-circuits.    

3.2.1 The STPPCB – System Test Platform PCB 

3.2.1.1 Tasks for the FPGA 
The principle of the STP-board is that the FPGA implements a Communication Module that 
is a CardBus-interface that communicate with a computer having a PC Card CardBus 
interface, e.g. a Laptop or a desktop computer with a PCI to PC Card CardBus Bridge.  
 
Besides the Communication Module the FPGA also has space for Digital Base Band (DBB) 
algorithms. If not all the wanted DBB-algorithms fit into to the FPGA or not written in 
VHDL, it might be possible to run these code parts, e.g. a MAC written in C++, in the 
computer. This idea to test running some parts of the DBB in the computer is one reason why 
we have chosen the fast PC Card CardBus-interface and not some simpler and slower 
computer-interface like USB 1.1, Ethernet, Serial-port or Parallel-port for the STP. Note that 
even though we have got a high-speed data interface it is not possible to run real-time critical 
DBB algorithms in the computer, but slower ones or post processing of data would work 
nice. Time-critical algorithms must always be implemented in hardware (FPGA).    
 
The software in the PC is supposed to be based on a standard, generic PC Card CardBus-
interface giving fast and wide data-transfer between the FPGA and the PCs processor. The 
data should be easy accessible as a socket interface that makes it easy to connect specially 
written test code, e.g. a software MAC or other simple application software. 
 
On the STP board there are also system clock generation, power supply generation, LEDs for 
debugging and power-supply status, EEPROM memories for configuration data and two 
connectors for HP-Logic Analyzer pods.   
 

3.2.1.2 LEDs, JTAG and Logic Analyzer connectors 
The board have eight RED general purpose LEDs, it is up to the user to define their meaning. 
There are two GREEN LEDs showing the power-supply status, and three YELLOW LEDs, 
which show the status of the CardBus-interfaces voltage pins. The two JTAG connectors 
JTAG_FPGA and JTAG_MEM are used to program the FPGA and the configuration 
memory. Finally there are two connectors for HP-Logic Analyzer pods for simple logic 
analyzer debugging. The user selects within the FPGA code which signals to be routed to the 
logic-analyzer connectors.  
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Figure 19 System Test Platform Board 

 

3.2.1.3 Clock system principles of the STP 
The principle of the clock system on the STP is that a 40 MHz crystal oscillator circuit 
generate a system clock, called SYS_CLK. SYS_CLK is distributed to the FPGA, the two 
daughter-boards and the Logic Analyzer connectors. If the quality of SYS_CLK is not good 
enough, there is a possibility to add an external clock source to the EXT_CLK input on one 
of the two daughter-boards. If EXT_CLK is used make sure that the FPGA is programmed to 
use the EXT_CLK input pin, and that the daughter-boards are correctly configured. The 
CardBus interface has its own clock, CCLK, running at 33 MHz generated by the computer. 
This means that there are two clock regions on the STP. The clock region problems have to 
be considered inside the FPGA.  

3.2.1.4 Power Supply 
Normally a PC Card should be powered only form the computer, but since the CardBus 
interface only can deliver 70 mA at start-up, and since this is a flexible system test board an 
external power supply must be possible to use. A small rough calculation of the power 
needed by the STP-board at start-up gives that only the FPGA wants 250mA * 1.5V + 
(100mA + 50mA)*3.3 V= 870 mW to ensure correct function (see 2.2.2 FPGA Power Supply 
requirements). When the daughter-boards are attached the power need are increased even 
more. Compare this with the 70mA*3.3V = 231 mW available from the computer states that 
an external supply is a must.  Therefore the STP has two connectors for 4 mm lab plugs, 
where a high quality +3.3V DC Power Supply must be applied. The FPGA needs except for 
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MSPCB
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J11           J13

MSPCBMSPCB
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J11           J13

the +3.3V supply also a +1.5V internal core voltage. The +1.5V is generated from +3.3V by a 
voltage regulator on the STP.  

3.2.1.5 EEPROM SPI-memories 
 The STP has two EEPROMs to store the CardBus CIS (Card Information Structure) and SI 
(Setup Information) of user-specific data.   

3.2.2 The MSPCB – Mixed Signal PCB 
 

 

MSPCB stands for Mixed Signal PCB, it is a 
separate PCB not developed and designed in 
this theses report, but the general function 
and its interface are defined here.  
 
The main function of this board is to do 
Analog-to-Digital (ADC) and Digital-to-
Analog (DAC) conversions between the 
digital FPGA and the analog AFPCB circuits, 
see Figure 20.  
 
On the MSPCB there are mainly two types of 
ADCs and DACs, one high-speed type with 
10-bits parallel data I/O for the fast I- and Q-
channel, and an AGC DAC controlling the 
Automatic Gain Control loop. The other type 
of ADCs and DACs are slower and they are 
controlled serially via a SPI-bus called 
SPIO1.  
 

 Figure 20 Functional view of MSPCB 

   
  The MSPCB can be considered to have one 

digital port to the FPGA defined in, Table 4: 
Digital Interface to MSPCB that is split into 
two connectors J10 and J11. MSPCB also 
have an Analog port that connects to the 
AFPCB.  
 
The Analog port is defined in, Table 5: 
Analog Interface to MSPCB, and connected 
to connector J13. It is not recommended to 
use Analog port J13 for high-frequency 
signals, instead they should be sent through 
coaxial cables via SMA-connectors between 
the MSPCB and AFPCB. More details of this 
interface, like pin numbering, pin directions 
etc, are best viewed in the schematics, or in 
the tables in the Schematic capture subsection 
Sheet 3 and 4. 

 Figure 21 Physical layout of MSPCB 
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Table 4: Digital Interface to MSPCB 

Signal name Description  Signal name Description 
SYS_CLK 40 MHz system 

clock 
 EXT_CLK Input for external clock 

DACI_D9-0 DAC Channel I  ADCI_D9-0 ADC Channel I 
DACQ_D0-9 DAC Channel Q  ADCQ_D0-9 ADC Channel Q 
DAC_AGC_D9-0 DAC for AGC 

control 
 ADC_20_40_CLK Indicates if 20 or 40 MHz 

system clock 
DAC_NO0-1 Selects number 

of bits to use in 
the conversion 

 ADC_NOB1-0 Selects number of bits to 
use in the conversion 

DAC_20_40_CLK Indicates if 20 or 
40 MHz system 
clock 

 SPIO1_MOSI MOSI signal in SPIO1 

DM_SPARE0-3 Extra undef pins  SPIO1_MISO MISO signal in SPIO1 
PD_DC_OFFSETI_DAC Power Down   SPIO1_SCLK SCLK signal in SPIO1 
PD_DC_OFFSETQ_DAC Power Down  SPIO1_SS7-0 Slave select device 7-0 
PD_ADCQ Power Down  PD_SPARE2-1 Power Down 
PD_ADCI Power Down  PD_VGA_CTRL Power Down 
PD_DAC_AGC Power Down  PD_BIAS_CTRL Power Down 
PD_DACI Power Down  PD_AFC_DAC Power Down 
PD_DACQ Power Down  PD_ENV_ADC Power Down 

 

Table 5: Analog Interface to MSPCB 

Signal name Description  Signal name Description 
DACI_P Output + DACI   ADCQ_P Input + ADCQ  
DACI_N Output – DACI  ADCQ_N Input – ADCQ 
DACQ_P Output + DACQ  VREF_P Voltage Ref + 
DACQ_N Output – DACQ  VREF_N Voltage Ref – 
ADCI_P Input + ADCI   CM_REF Common Mode Ref 
ADCI_N Input – ADCI  MS_AF_AUX7-0 Extra undef connections 

 
Figure 21 above show the required physical layout, placement of connector J10, J11 and J13, 
SMA-connectors and mounting holes for the MSPCB.  
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3.2.3 The AFPCB – Analog Frontend PCB 
 

 

 
AFPCB stands for Analog Frontend PCB, it 
is just like the MSPCB a separate PCB not 
designed in this report, but the interface is 
defined here. This board will be used as host 
for the Analog Frontend Radio Frequency 
components and connects the system to an 
antenna. The functional view is shown in 
Figure 22. It converts an analog base band 
signal (in the MHz range) to and RF-signal 
(in the GHz range). 
 
This board has three main interfaces; a digital 
interface to the FPGA (connector J12), an 
analog base band interface to the MSPCB 
(connector J14), and finally an analog Radio 
Frequency (RF) interface to measurement 
equipment and antennas, see Figure 23. 
 

 Figure 22 Functional view of AFPCB 

   
The signal names of the digital interface is 
defined in Table 6, the analog signals to 
MSPCB is defined in Table 7, while the RF-
interface is a set of SMA-connectors are not 
specified here since they only depend on the 
circuits on the AFPCB and do not affect the 
design of the STP-board.  
 
Figure 23 show the required physical layout, 
placement of connector J12 and J14, SMA-
connectors and mounting holes for the 
AFPCB. 

  

  Figure 23 Physical layout of the AFPCB 
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Table 6: Digital Interface to AFPCB 

Signal name Description  Signal name Description 
SYS_CLK 40 MHz system clock  EXT_CLK Input for external clock 
SPIO2_MOSI MOSI signal in SPIO2  SPIO2_SS0 Slave select 0 
SPIO2_MISO MISO signal in SPIO2  SPIO2_REG_STRB Register strobe *) 
SPIO2_SCLK SCLK in SPIO2  SPIO2_RESETN Reset active low *) 
DRF_SPARE29-0 30 unused FPGA 

connections 
 *) Register strobe and Reset are extra signals 

used by SoCTRix own SPI-interface variant. 

 

Table 7: Analog Base Band Interface of AFPCB 

Signal name Description  Signal name Description 
DACI_P Output + DACI   ADCQ_P Input + ADCQ  
DACI_N Output – DACI  ADCQ_N Input – ADCQ 
DACQ_P Output + DACQ  VREF_P Voltage Ref + 
DACQ_N Output – DACQ  VREF_N Voltage Ref – 
ADCI_P Input + ADCI   CM_REF Common Mode Ref 
ADCI_N Input – ADCI  MS_AF_AUX7-0 Extra undef connections 

 
The digital interface consists of 30 unused digital FPGA connections for future use and a 
special SoCTRix variant of a SPI-interface called SPIO2 and. The SoCTRix SPIO2 SPI-
interface works exactly as standard SPI except for the fact that it has two extra signals, 
REG_STRB and RESETN. The RESETN is added to get a possibility to reset the SPIO2 
slave to a known defined state. REG_STRB is a strobe signal connected to the registers in the 
SPIO2 slave. 

3.3 Component selection 
This section describes and explains why certain circuits have been chosen. 
 
The component selection is based on specification in datasheets, previous knowledge and 
experience, availability, easy to use, design-tools, and laboratory equipment.  
 
The FPGA, Xilinx Virtex-II XC2V1000FG456 is chosen because we want a state-of-the art 
FPGA with many internal features and possibilities that can be used both for the CardBus-
interface and for testing our VHDL-code algorithms made for ASIC. Previous experience 
with Xilinx components and that we have the required design-environment made me choose a 
FPGA from Xilinx instead of e.g. Altera, Actel, Lattice or some other FPGA vendor. Our 
wish for many internal features make us chose a FPGA from the Virtex-family instead of the 
Spartan-family. The Spartan-3 could have been a possible solution, but was not being 
manufactured in production scale when the FPGA selection needed to be done.  
 
The Virtex-family has five members Virtex, Virtex-E, Virtex-II, Virtex Pro and Virtex-II Pro. 
The Virtex and Virtex-E is only available in very expensive packages and we don’t need the 
Power PC-cores included in Virtex Pro and Virtex-II Pro so then Virtex-II is the only option. 
The number of signals in our interface specification give that the FG256 package with 172 
user I/Os is too small, but 324 user I/Os in the next package FG456 is sufficient. So then we 
choose the member with most System Gates (a measure of the FPGA size) with the FG456 
package. That gives us the Virtex-II with 1M System Gates named XC2V1000FG456.     
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The FPGA need a Configuration Memory, since this is a development platform the memory 
must be re-programmable. For the Virtex-II family FPGAs Xilinx recommends to us their 
Xilinx XC18Vxx-series memories. Datasheet [8] “XC18V00 Series In-System Programmable 
Configuration PROMs v3.10” gives that the variant XC18V04 is to be used with XC2V1000. 
 
The standard EEPROM, 25LC160 was chosen because it was the largest EEPROM with SPI-
interface available at ELFA. We chose a SPI interface instead of I2C or Microwire because of 
the fact that we uses SPI-interfaces to the daughter-boards, and have thus already developed 
the VHDL-code for SPI mastering functions in the FPGA. 
 
The surface mounted simple package crystal oscillator CFPS-73 form C-MAC was chosen 
because it has a small footprint, low package height, built in output-driver with tri-state 
possibilities, +3.3V supply voltage, quite okay frequency stability and tolerance, and was 
available at ELFA. During the search for crystal oscillators there were wishes from the 
Analog Frontend RF-engineers that a higher quality oscillator should be used, but their 
suggested oscillators could not run on +3.3V, the did not have tolerant output drivers, and 
finally were not easy to buy.   
   
A low-dropout linear voltage regulator from Maxim MAX1818EUT15, reference [11] was 
chosen for the creation of the +1.5V power supply required by the FPGAs core. Section 
2.2.2, FPGA Power Supply requirements state that the power on current needed by 
XC2V1000 can be 250mA at +1.5V. Thus its most important features for my application are; 
high supply current 500mA, which is unusual for a small package like this, low 120mV 
dropout at 500mA, important since we want to create +1.5V from +3.3V many other 
regulators have to large voltage dropout, and finally a tiny 6-Pin SOT23 package. 
 
Tyco Electronics CardBus Receptacle (connector J5) was chosen since it has all solder leads 
on the same side, making it possible to have a thicker PCB than 0.5 mm. Tyco Electronics 
salesmen were very nice and cooperative and sent the Receptacles for free. 
 
The HP Logic Analyzer connector style was chosen mainly since Acreo AB has an Agilent 
(former HP) Logic Analyzer with “HP 01650-63203 100kΩ Termination Adaptors” and that 
this connector style seems to be like a “de-facto” standard. 
 
The SAMTEC connector family CTE and FTE (connector J10-J14) was chosen for their high 
density pin packing, alignment pins, positive experience from use in other projects and that 
SAMTEC like Tyco Electronics sent samples for free. 
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3.4 Schematic capture 
 

 

 
The schematic capture is made in ViewDraw. 
ViewDraw is the schematic tool in Innoveda’s 
eProduct Designer package.  
 
This section describes the schematics, which is 
divided into 8 pages. The schematic is included in 
APPENDIX C – Schematics.  

3.4.1 Schematic overview 
The first five schematic pages present the FPGA and 
its setup and configuration, the last three pages present 
EEPROMs, Power Supply, System clock-generation 
and finally decoupling capacitors. 

 Figure 24 Location of FPGA Banks 

 
To make the schematics as readable as possible each page only show two FPGA banks. All 
pins of a Xilinx FPGA is belonging to a bank, the existing banks are BANK0-7 and BANK-. 
All the I/O pins belong to BANK0-7; each bank can have its own power-supply VCCO0-7. 
The configuration and mode selection plus GND and Vccint belong to BANK-. Figure 24 
show where the pins belonging to a specific bank are located in the BGA.  BANK – pads are 
located in the middle of the BGA. 
 
A summary of the contents of the 8-pages are included below. 
 
Sheet 1: FPGA BANK 0-1, Logic Analyzer connectors and debug LEDs. 
Sheet 2: FPGA BANK 6-7, The CardBus PC-Card interface. 
Sheet 3: FPGA BANK 2-3, Connector to MSPCB daughter-board. 
Sheet 4: FPGA BANK 4-5, Connectors to AFPCB and between the daughter-boards. 
Sheet 5: FPGA BANK -, JTAG-connectors, configuration memory and mode selection. 
Sheet 6: SPI controlled EEPROMs and RS232-programmer. 
Sheet 7: System clock and Vccint = 1.5V generation, power-status LEDs. 
Sheet 8: Decoupling capacitors. 
 
 

3.4.2 FPGA BANK0-1, LEDS and Logic Analyzer pods - Sheet 1 
This first sheet shows eight general purpose red LEDs, D1 to D8 (all active low), two HP 
Logic Analyzer connectors J3 and J8 for connection with “100kΩ Termination adapter HP 
01650-63203” enabling 32 digital I/O and 41 clocks for debugging purposes. Signal 
EXT_CLK is connected to IO_L95N_1/GCLK1P. Remember to use this FPGA clock input if 
an external clock is used. Signal VCC_CARDBUS via R66 is connected to IO_L01P_0 this 
signal can be used to detect if the PC Card power supply is switched on or not. This is an 
extra feature that can be used in the VHDL code to detect if the CardBus interface has 
detected the card and enabled its power. This can be useful since all FPGA banks except 
BANK6-7 have their power supply from an external +3.3V supply. Note: Usually for a 

                                                 
1 Agilent Logic Analyzer module16750A only use one clock per pod (CLK1) thus only 2 available.   

0   1
7 2
6 3
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Xilinx FPGA
BANKS
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normal PC Card application the card is supplied only from the PC and not from an external 
source. 

3.4.3 FPGA BANK6-7, PC Card CardBus connector - Sheet 2 
Sheet number 2 shows everything that has to do with the PC Card interface. This means the 
CardBus PC-Card receptacle (J5), the PC Card mode selection resistors, two diodes D16 and 
D17 enabling different BANK6-7 VCCO, and finally three yellow LEDs that show the status 
of VCC_CARDBUS, VPP1 and VPP2 
 
On the left side part of the schematic is the PC Card CardBus connector J5 located. The 
signals defined by PCMCIA for CardBus is shown in Table 9. The table also include pin 
numbering on FPGA and J5, buffer-type, signal direction and descriptions. The different 
buffer-types used in Table 9 are defined in Table 8.  
 

Table 8: Description of the CardBus Buffer-types 

CardBus buffer type Direction Description 
Input In Ordinary Input 
Output Out Ordinary Output 
H/Z Bi High-z or high impedance state 
O/D Out Open drain output, need external pull-up 
Static  Signal always held high or low, never changes 
S/H/Z Bi Sustained high-z this is a special PCI and CardBus 

driver type, this type of driver is used in active low 
outputs. The output before being disabled is required 
to drive the signal high for at least one clock before 
disabling and going to high-z. 

 
The two pull-up resistors R39, R42 are pulling-up CFRAME# and CGNT#. The hash (#) at 
the end of the signal names means that the signal is active low.  
 

Table 9: Name, pins, type and description of CardBus signals 

CardBus 
Signal 

CardBus 
PIN# 

FPGA 
PIN# 

FPGA 
Dir 

Buffer 
type 

Description 

CCLK 19 Y12 In Input CardBus clock from PC 
CAD31-0 66 to 2 Y5 to 

C2 
Bi I/O-h/z Multiplexed address and data bus. 

Each bus cycle on CardBus 
consists of an address phase 
followed by one or more data 
phases 

CCBE3-0# 61,21,12,7 T2, T1, 
R4, R3 

Bi I/O-s/h/z Command and byte enables. 
During the address phase of the 
bus cycle they define the type of 
cycle being executed. During the 
data phase they act as a byte 
enable. 

CPAR 13 R2 Bi I/O-h/z Parity. Parity error detection for 
both the address and data busses. 

CFRAME# 54 R1 Bi I/O-s/h/z Is asserted to indicate he 
beginning of a bus cycle. It is 
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negated for the last data transfer. 
CTRDY# 53 P6 Bi I/O-s/h/z Target ready. Indicates that the 

slave is ready to complete the 
current data phase. 

CIRDY# 20 P5 Bi I/O-s/h/z Initiator ready. Indicates the 
master initiating the current cycle 
is able to complete the current 
data phase 

CSTOP# 49 P4 Bi I/O-s/h/z Stop. Used by target to terminate 
the bus transaction. 

CDEVSEL# 50 P3 Bi I/O-s/h/z Device select. It is driven by a 
device on the bus to indicate a 
valid decode. 

CBLOCK# 48 P2 Bi I/O-s/h/z Resource lock. 
CREQ# 60 P1 Out Output, 

h/z output 
for card 

Bus request. Indicates to the 
CardBus Arbiter that the master 
asserting this signal is requesting 
the bus. 

CGNT# 15 N6 In Output, 
h/z for 
socket 
output 

Bus grant. Indicates to master that 
the bus has been granted. 

CCLKRUN# 33 N5 Bi I/O-o/d 
output 
card 

Clock run. Used by the card to 
control CCLK. The card asserts 
the signal when it requires the host 
to start or accelerate the clock. 

CRST# 58 N4 In Input to 
card 

Reset. Used to reset the card. 

CPERR# 14 N3 Bi I/O-s/h/z Parity Error. Report an error on 
the data bus. 

CSERR# 59 N2 Out Output 
open drain 

System parity error. Reports a 
catastrophic parity error, such as 
on address, or data parity error in 
the special command. 

CINT# 16 N1 Out Output o/d 
from card 

Card interrupt. Active low, level-
trigged interrupt. 

CSTSCHG# 63 M6 Out Output h/z 
for card 

Card status change. Used to 
indicate changes in card status or 
to wake up system or card. 

CAUDIO 62 M5 Out Output 
from card 

Card audio. Digital audio output 
from card.  

CCD2-1# 67,36 M4, M3  Static Card detect. Allows the host to 
detect insertion of a card. Also 
indicates whether the card is a 16-
bit PC Card or a CardBus card. 
For CardBus cards supporting 
3.3V only, CCD1# is shorted on 
the card to CVS1#. (And CCD2# 
to GND on the card).  

CVS2-1# 57,43 M2, M1  Static Card voltage sense. These pins 
allow a socket to determine the 
power-up Vcc requirements of the 
card and allow the socket to 
differentiate a 16-bit PC Card or 
CardBus card. 

CVPP2-1 52,18 -, -   Power Programming voltage.  
CRES2-0 32,40,47 K1, K2,  - Reserved pins. Pins not used by 
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K3 CardBus, but needed in 16-bit PC 
Card mode. 

VCC_CB 17,51 -  Power Card supply voltage. CardBus 
supports 3.3V current restricted to 
70 mA at start-up. 

GND 1 to 58 -  Power Ground 

 
The schottky diodes D16 and D17 let the user chose the source for VCCO6-7. The diodes 
may or may not be mounted; they are supposed to prevent VCC_CARDBUS and VCCO to 
supply each other. Depending on which one of D16, D17 or, if both are mounted the 
VCCO_BANK6 and 7 will be supplied from VCCO or VCC_CARDBUS. D16 prevents 
VCC_CARDBUS to be supplied by VCCO and D17 prevents VCCO to be supplied by 
VCC_CARDBUS. If VCC_CARDBUS tries to supply VCCO (that means the whole STP-
board) then the PC Card Host Controller in the PC will shutdown VCC_CARDBUS due to 
current-limitations (70mA at startup and approx 800mA after configuration depending on 
Host Controller Chipset.) The possibility to use VCCO to supply VCCO_BANK6 and 7 
should only be used if VCC_CARDBUS don’t work, but then there will be a problem that the 
sum of current in and out from the CardBus interface must be equal, and we might also get a 
latch-up when VCCO and VCC_CARDBUS are not switched on/off at the same time. The 
latch-up problem and the sum of currents are supposed to be avoided by having all the 
CardBus interface signals on BANK6-7 and supply these banks with VCC_CARDBUS.  The 
diodes have a voltage drop of approx. 0.3V so the best solution is to not mount D17 and 
replace D16 with a short-circuit wire or 0Ω resistor. 
 
Resistors R27, R28, R35-38, R40 and R41 are used to select PC Card mode. Table 10 shows 
two ways to mount the PC Card mode selection resistors. 16-bit PC Card and 32-bit CardBus 
are the available modes. Note that if 16-bit PC Card mode is used the name definitions in the 
CardBus receptacle (J5) is incorrect according to PCMCIA. But all the necessary signals are 
connected to the FPGA, so it is just a matter of violating name-conventions.   

Table 10: PC Card Mode selection resistors 

Mode R27 R28 R35 R36 R37 R38 R40 R41 
16-bit PC Card NC NC NC NC NC NC 0 Ω 0 Ω 
32-bit CardBus 0 Ω NC NC NC NC NC NC 0 Ω* 

 
*) This 0 Ω resistor is not included in the schematic, theoretically R41 should not be needed, 
but practical experience is that it is needed. 
 
The CardBus interface has three different power supply pins, VCC_CARDBUS = +3.3V, 
CVPP1 and CVPP2. CVPP1 and CVPP2 are able to deliver other voltages than +3.3V. Only 
VCC_CARDBUS is used in this design. For experimental purpose have CVPP1 and CVPP2 
just like VCC_CARDBUS been connected to yellow LEDs. All three LEDs are transistor 
buffered. The transistor buffers make it possible for even a small CVPP1 or CVPP2 voltage 
to switch-on the LED. Theoretically the CVPP1-2 LEDs can be removed and replaced with 
something else that might be nice to control from the computer    
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3.4.4 FPGA BANK2-3, Mixed Signal interface - Sheet 3  

 

 
This is the connection between the Digital Base 
Band signals in the FPGA via the connectors J10 
and J11 to the ADC / DAC interface on the 
MSPCB daughter-board.  
 
Figure 25 show the function of this interface 
mainly consisting of digital I- and Q-channel I/O 
and daughter-board control.  
 
Table 11 is a summary of connector J10.  
All fields in the table are not completely filled 
due to space limits, the skipped information is 
found in the schematics sheet 3. 

 

Figure 25 FPGA - Mixed Signal interface 

 
Connector J10 consists of +3.3V power supply, GND, system clock SYS_CLK, external 
clock EXT_CLK, four spare signals DM_SPARE3-0, 10-bit wide data busses one for each 
DACI, DACQ, DAC_AGC, and three control signals for the DAC. The three configuration 
signals are DAC_20_40_CLK, selects 20 or 40 MHz mode for the DACs, DAC_NOB0-1 are 
two signals that can be used to select number of bits used in the conversion. 
 

Table 11: Connector J10 on sheet 3 

PIN NUMBER SIGNAL 
NAME 

FPGA 
PAD 

FPGA 
NAME 

DIR@ 
FPGA  

DESCRIPTION 

1,2,59,60 +3.3V    Power supply 
3,4,6,7,18,19,30,31 GND    Ground 
32,42,43,54,55,57,58 GND    Ground 
5 SYS_CLK AB12 GCLK0P / 

IO_L96P_4 
IN CLK 40 MHz system clock 

8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,
16,17 

DACI_D9-0 M21..N19 IO_L96N_3.
.IO_L54P_3 

OUT DAC Channel I 10-bit 

20,21,22,23,24,25,26,2
7,28,29 

DAC_AGC_D9-
0 

R18..U19 IO_L45N_3.
.IO_L21P_3 

OUT DAC for AGC control 

33,34,35,36 DM_SPARE0-3 T18..V21  UNDEF Extra unused pins 
39,40 DAC_NO0-1 L18, L17 IO_L93P_2,

IO_L93N_2 
OUT Selects number of bits 

to use in the conversion 
41 DAC_20_40_CL

K 
L19 IO_L94N_2 OUT Indicates if 20 or 40 

MHz system clock 
44,45,46,47,48,49,50,5
1,52,53 

DACQ_D0-9 R19..N18 IO_L46P_3.
.IO_L52N_3 

OUT DAC Channel Q 10-bit 

56 EXT_CLK E12 GCLK1P / 
IO_L95N_1 

IN CLK Input for external clock 

 
Table 12 is a summary of connector J11. All fields in the table are not completely filled due 
to space limits, the skipped information is found in the schematics sheet 3.  
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Connector J11 consists of +3.3V power supply and GND, 10-bits wide data busses for ADCI, 
ADCQ, three ADC control signals, SPIO1 interface with 8 slave select, and 13 power down 
signals for different parts of the MSPCB. The three ADC configuration signals are 
ADC_20_40_CLK, selects 20 or 40 MHz mode for the ADCs, and ADC_NOB0-1 are two 
signals that can be used to select number of bits used in the conversion. SPI interface SPIO1 
contains the standard SPI-signals MOSI (master out slave in), MISO (master in slave out), 
SCLK (serial clock) and SS (slave select). In SPIO1 we have 8 different slave select signals 
SPIO1_SS0-7. If they are used as separate signals or together to control a multiplexer is 
decided by the MSPCB designer, depending if he needs to control 8 slaves or up to 2^8-1 = 
255 slaves. There are 13 power-down PD signals, one signal per possible user including parts 
controlled by the SPIO1 interface, e.g. DACI, DACQ, DAC_AGC, ADCI, ADCQ, 
DC_OFFSETI_DAC, DC_OFFSETQ_DAC, ENV_ADC, AFC_DAC, PA_BIAS_CTRL, and 
two spares SPARE1-2. 
 

Table 12: Connector J11 on sheet 3 

PIN NUMBER SIGNAL 
NAME 

FPGA 
PAD 

FPGA 
NAME 

DIR@ 
FPGA  

DESCRIPTION 

1,2,59,60 +3.3V    Power supply 
3,4,15,16,57,58 GND    Ground 
5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,1
4 

ADCI_D9-0 C21..E22 IO_L01N_2.
.IO_L06P_2 

IN ADC Channel I 10-bit 

17 ADC_20_40_CL
K 

K22 IO_L91_P2 OUT Indicate if 20 or 40 
MHz system clock 

18,19 ADC_NOB1-0 H19, H20 IO_L45N_2.
.IO_L45P_2 

OUT Select number of bits to 
use in the conversion 

20 SPIO1_MOSI L20 IO_L94P_2 OUT Master Out Slave In, in 
SPIO1 

21 SPIO1_MISO L21 IO_L96N_2 IN Master In Slave Out, in 
SPI01 

22 SPIO1_SCLK L22 IO_L96P_2 OUT Serial clock in SPIO1 
23,24,25,26,27,28,29,3
0 

SPIO1_SS7-0 V20..AA2
0 

IO_L04N_3.
.IO_L01P_3 

OUT Slave select device 7-0, 
may control a mux to 
get 2^8-1 = 255 devices 

32,33 PD_SPARE2-1 K21, K20 IO_L91N_2, 
IO_L54P_2 

UNDEF Extra Power down 

34 PD_VGA_CTRL K19 IO_L54N_2 OUT Power down 
35 PD_BIAS_CTR

L 
K18 IO_L52P_2 OUT Power down 

36 PD_AFC_DAC K17 IO_L52N_2 OUT Power down 
37 PD_ENV_ADC J22 IO_L51P_2 OUT Power down 
38 PD_DC_OFFSE

TQ_DAC 
J21 IO_L51N_2 OUT Power down 

39 PD_DC_OFFSE
TI_DAC 

J20 IO_L49P_2 OUT Power down 

40 PD_ADCQ J19 IO_L49N_2 OUT Power down 
41 PD_ADCI J18 IO_L48P_2 OUT Power down 
42 PD_DAC_AGC J17 IO_L48N_2 OUT Power down 
43 PD_DACQ H22 IO_L46P_2 OUT Power down 
44 PD_DACI H21 IO_L46N_2 OUT Power down 
47,48,49,50,51,52,53,5
4,55,56 

ADCQ_D0-9 G22..F19 IO_L43P_2.
.IO_L19N_2 

IN ADC Channel Q 10-bit 
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3.4.5 FPGA BANK4-5, Mixed Signal & Analog Frontend – Sheet 4 

 

 
This sheet shows the connection between MSPCB 
(J13) to AFPCB (J14) and between the FPGA and the 
AFPCB (J12). Figure 26 shows the function of this 
interface.  
 
Most of the pins in FPGA BANK 4-5 are connected to 
J12 and J13 there are also connections to CIS- and SI 
EEPROMs and to the FPGA configuration memory 
XC18V04. The clocks SYS_CLK (system clock) and 
CCLK (CardBus clock) are connected to the global 
clock inputs GCLK0P and GCLK2P respectively. 

 

Figure 26 FPGA - MSPCB to AFPCB 

 
Some signals in BANK 4-5 and in BANK – are not clearly defined, not currently used, or 
might be interesting to control, these signals are given names beginning with XP (extra-port), 
see Table 16. These XP- signals are routed to connector J4 on sheet 5. The XP- signals in 
BANK 4-5 are XP_BUSY_DOUT, XP_PDWR_B and XP_CS_B. In BANK – they are 
XP_DXP, XP_DXN and XP_PWRDWN_B. 
 
Table 13 is a summary of connector J12. It is the digital connection between control signals 
from the Digital Base Band in the FPGA and the AFPCB. Just like J10 it has +3.3V power 
supply, GND, system clock SYS_CLK and external clock EXT_CLK. The most likely 
placement of an external clock chip or external clock source connector would be on the 
AFPCB since these circuits and chips have the highest clock demands. Therefore the 
EXT_CLK signal is likely to be distributed from J12 to the rest of the system, that is, the 
FPGA, the MSPCB and the HP logic analyzer connector J8.  When the FPGA is supposed to 
use EXT_CLK instead of SYS_CLK the VHDL-code must be changed to use GCLK1P 
instead of GCLK0P. The circuits on AFPCB are planned to mainly be controlled by a SPI-
bus therefore connector J12 hasn’t many names defined more than a SPI-bus called SPIO2. 
SPIO2 contain as all standard SPI-busses, SPIO2_MOSI, SPIO2_MISO, SPIO2_SCLK, 
SPIO2_SS0, and the non-standard signals SPIO2_REG_STRB and SPIO2_RESETN, finally 
J12 have 30 spare signals, DRF_SPARE0-29. The spare signals can be used if extra digital 
control of the AFPCB will be needed.  
 

MSPCB AFPCB

FPGA
BANK

4-5

CTRL
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Table 13: Connector J12 on sheet 4 

PIN NUMBER SIGNAL 
NAME 

FPGA 
PAD 

FPGA 
NAME 

DIR@ 
FPGA  

DESCRIPTION 

1,2,59,60 +3.3V … …  Power supply 
3,4,6,7,16,17,30 GND … …  Ground 
31,32,33,34,35,44,45,5
4,55,57,58 

GND … …  Ground 

5 SYS_CLK AB12 GCLK0P / 
IO_L96P_4 

IN CLK 40 MHz system clock 

8 DRF_SPARE16 V16 IO_L19N_4 UNDEF Digital RF spare signal 
9 SPIO2_MOSI V15 IO_L19P_4 OUT MOSI in SPIO2 
10 SPIO2_MISO W16 IO_L21N_4 IN MISO in SPIO2 
11 SPIO2_SCLK Y16 IO_L21P_4 OUT SCLK in SPIO2 
12 SPIO2_SS0 AA16 IO_L22N_4 OUT Slave select 
13 SPIO2_REG_ST

RB 
AB16 IO_L22P_4 OUT Register strobe 

14 SPIO2_RESETN W15 IO_L24N_4 OUT Reset active low 
15,18,19,20,21,22,23,2
4,25,26,27,28,29 

DRF_SPARE17-
29 

… … UNDEF Digital RF spare signals  

36,37,38,39,40,41,52,4
3 

DRF_SPARE15-
0 

… … UNDEF Digital RF spare signals 

56 EXT_CLK E12 GCLK1P / 
IO_L95N_1 

IN CLK External clock 

 
Table 14 is a summary of connector J13. It contains eight spare connections to the FPGA 
called DM_SPARE11-4. The traces between J13 and J14, e.g. DACI_P, DACI_N, DACQ_P, 
DACQ_N, etc, are differential pairs  (without impedance matching) that can be used for 
signals going directly between the two daughter-boards.  
 
At higher frequencies than the 20 to 40 MHz signals that we are planning to use here in this 
project the differential pairs may not be usable, due to losses in the connector and impedance 
mismatches. Then it is recommended to connect critical signals via impedance matched 
traces and SMA-connectors on MSPCB and AFPCB. This recommendation means the use of 
the bottom edge SMA-connectors shown in Figure 21 and Figure 23. Coaxial cables should 
be used between the SMA–connectors on the two daughter-boards.  
 
The right most SMA-connectors in Figure 23 should be used to connect the antennas or RF-
measurement equipment.  
 
Table 15 shows signals coming from connector J13, plus 8 spare traces, called 
MS_AF_AUX0-7. 
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Table 14: Connector J13 on sheet 4 

PIN NUMBER SIGNAL 
NAME 

FPGA 
PAD 

FPGA 
NAME 

DIR@ 
FPGA  

DESCRIPTION 

1,2,59,60 +3.3V    Power supply 
3,4,23,24,25,26,27,28,
29,30, 31,32,37,39 

GND    Ground 

42,45,48,51,54,57,58 GND    Ground 
5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 DM_SPARE11-

4 
W18 .. 
AB17 

IO_L03N_4.
.IO_L06P_4 

UNDEF Digital MSPCB spare 
signals 

13,14,15,16,17,18 NC    Not connected  
19,20,21,22 MS_AF_AUX4-

7 
   Auxiliary traces 

between MSPCB (J13) 
and AFPCB (J14)  

33,34,35,36 MS_AF_AUX3-
0 

   Auxiliary traces 
between MSPCB (J13) 
and AFPCB (J14)  

38 CM_REF    Common Mode Ref 
40,41 VREF_N/P    Voltage Ref –/+ 
43,44 ADCQ_N/P    Input – /+ ADCQ 
46,47 ADCI_N/P    Input – /+ ADCI 
49,50 DAC_AGC_N/P    Output – /+ DAC_AGC 
52,53 DACQ_N/P    Output – /+ DACQ 
55,56 DACI_N/P    Output –/+ DACI 

 

Table 15: Connector J14 on sheet 4 

PIN NUMBER SIGNAL NAME TO J13 PIN  DESCRIPTION 
1,2,59,60 +3.3V  Power supply 
3,4,7,10,13,16,19,22,24,29,
30, 31,32,33,34 

GND  Ground 

35,36,37,38,51,52,53,54,55
,56,57,58 

GND  Ground 

5,6 DACI_ P/N 56,55 Output +/- DACI 
8,9 DACQ_ P/N 53,52 Output +/- DACQ 
11,12 DAC_AGC_ P/N 50,49 Output +/- DAC_AGC 
14,15 ADCI_ P/N 47,46 Input +/- ADCI 
17,18 ADCQ_ P/N 44,43 Input +/- ADCQ 
20,21 VREF_ P/N 41,40 Voltage Ref +/- 
23 CM_REF 38 Common Mode Reference 
25,26,27,28 MS_AF_AUX0-3 36,35,34,33 
39,40,41,42 MS_AF_AUX7-4 22,21,20,19 

Auxiliary traces between MSPCB 
(J13) and AFPCB (J14) 

43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50 NC  Not connected 

 

3.4.6 FPGA configuration – Sheet 5 
This page shows power supply and configuration connections to the FPGA. The FPGA can 
be configured in many different ways and modes, both parallel and serial. The modes that are 
used in this design are MASTER SERIAL and BOUNDARY SCAN, chapter 2.2.3 “FPGA 
Programming Modes” describes this modes in detail. The configuration mode selection 
resistors R43 to R48 select the programming mode. 
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The default mode is MASTER SERIAL, it is when R43, R44, R45 are NC (not connected) 
and R46, R47, R48 are 0 ohms. (Note: Programming the FPGA via JTAG is possible without 
changing the mode selection resistors.) This is the simplest mode, requiring least number of 
connections, for a Virtex-II FPGA with configuration memory XC18V04 (U4). In this mode 
the FPGA uses an internal state machine that generate a clock CCLK (not CardBus this time), 
and other controlling signals to the configuration memory to load itself automatically from 
the configuration memory at power-up. 
  
The configuration memory U4 is programmed with a configuration file called *.mcs via 
connector J6 from a computer with Xilinx Parallel Cable IV or other compatible JTAG 
programmer cable. 
 
Connector J7 can be used to program the FPGA without reprogramming the configuration 
memory. This is good if you want to try a new code without destroying the contents of the 
configuration memory. This new code, from a file called *.bit will be used in the FPGA until 
reset or power-off, at restart the version in the configuration memory will be automatically 
loaded again.  
 
Both J6 and J7 are designed for Xilinx Parallel Cable IV ribbon cable 2x7 connector see 
Table 1 in [9]. J6 connector is for programming the XC18V04 In-System Programmable 
Configuration PROM and J7 connector is for direct connection to the Virtex-II FPGA. 
 
Connector J4 (Table 16) is an extra port (XP) with currently unused signals and signals with 
unclear usage, but that might be useful in the future. The signals in the not mounted 
connector J4 are, +3.3V, GND, XP_BUSY_DOUT, XP_RDWR_B, XP_CS_B, XP_DXN, 
XP_DXP, XP_PWRDWN_B.  The signals XP_BUSY_DOUT, XP_RDWR_B, XP_CS_B 
are used in the SelectMAP programming mode, XP_PWRDWN_B is an (unsupported) active 
low input with internal pull-up that can adversely affect the device operation and 
configuration, XP_DXN and XP_DXP are temperature-sensing diode pins. Note, that usage 
of XP_DXN, XP_DXP and XP_PWRDWN_B requires mounting of the resistors, R61, R62 
and R63. 
 

Table 16: Connector J4 on sheet 5 

PIN NUMBER SIGNAL NAME DESCRIPTION 
1,2 +3.3V Power supply 
9,10,11,12 GND Ground 
3 XP_BUSY_DOUT Data Out in bit-serial modes, Busy in SelectMap 
4 XP_PWRDWN_B Unsupported input pin. Can adversely affect device 

operation and configuration.  
5 XP_RDWR_B Read / Write, used in SelectMap programming mode 
6 XP_DXP Core temperature sensing diode P-side 
7 XP_CS_B Chip-select, used in SelectMap programming mode 
8 XÅ_DXN Core temperature sensing diode N-side 

 
Resistor R64 is a NC pull-down resistor for the HSWAP_EN signal, if R64 is not mounted, 
which is the default, then HSWAP_EN is tied High (by an internal pull-up), which shuts off 
pull-up resistors on the user I/O pins during configuration. If R64 is mounted, then 
HSWAP_EN is tied Low, and the pull-up resistors are on and therefore, the user I/Os have 
pull-up resistors during configuration. 
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Test points TP1 to TP4 and TP5 to TP8 can be used to probe the JTAG signals of the 
configuration memory and FPGA respectively.  
 
Finally FPGA BANK- needs two types of power supplies; VCCAUX and VCCINT 
referenced to GND. VCCAUX are connected to the main +3.3V supply, and VCCINT is the 
internal FPGA Core Voltage at +1.5V. Voltage regulator U5 on sheet 7 generates +1.5V from 
+3.3V. 

3.4.7 SPI EEPROMs – Sheet 6 
This sheet, presents the two EEPROMs used for storage of the CIS (Card Information 
Structure) and for SI (Setup Information) and the RS232 EEPROM programmer interface.   
 
The SI EEPROM (U2) is a standard 25LC160 SPI EEPROM connected to FPGA BANK5. It 
uses a standard SPI-interface and a special resistor arrangement for the WP (Write Protect) 
pin. The resistors R1, R2 and R14 can control the write protection of the memory. If R1 or 
R2 is mounted they can be used to hardware block the write protection, disabling 
reprogramming or erasing, see 25LC160 Datasheet [10]. If R1 or R2 is mounted R14 must be 
removed, else if you do not want removed R14, then the FPGA pin SIMEM_WP must be 
configured as input. Resistor R14 is mounted by default. R14 connect the write protection 
(WP) pin on the memory to the FPGA signal SIMEM_WP. This signal combined with the 
WPEN bit in the memory status register, let the FPGA control the write protection status of 
the EEPROM, for details see 25LC160 Datasheet [10]. 
 
The CIS EEPROM (U1) has the same write protect features as the SI EEPROM. The CIS 
EEPROM has a special feature - it is in-circuit programmable from an RS232 serial port. For 
FPGA protection there are 1kΩ series resistors R15 to R20, limiting the current into the 
FPGA when the RS232-programmer is used.   
 
The RS232-programmer is my modification and adaptation of “SI Prog – Serial Interface for 
PonyProg” by Claudio Lanconelli, http://www.LancOS.com. The changes I have made are 
recalculation of resistor values, changed zenerdiode voltages, power supply, other connectors 
and a concatenation of the “Base Board” and the “SPI 25xxx adapter”. When the jumpers are 
installed on J1, the CIS EEPROM can be programmed using PonyProg. PonyProg is a serial 
device programmer software available for Windows 95,98, 2000 & NT and Linux, written by 
Claudio Lanconelli. The connection between J2 and the computer is made with a straight 1x6 
box-header connector to a ribbon cable ending with a 9-Pin D-sub female. 
 
The principle for the programmer is that when the jumpers are mounted on J1 the 
programmer is connected to the CIS memory and the FPGA. The +3.3V source sets the CIS 
EEPROM active low pins /WP and /HOLD high and pull-up the active low /CS via R23. 
Meaning that the memory is not write protected, not paused and not selected. Capacitor C14 
is a decoupling capacitor. The RS232 output signal TXD (Transmitted Data) control the chip-
select /CS via the inverting transistor Q1. R23 is the collector resistor and R6 the base resistor 
for Q1. R24 pull-down the Q1s base when TXD is floating. R25 and Z3 are limiting the 
voltage into the base resistor R6 to approximately +3.3V.  
The Serial Output (SO) from the memory is connected to the CTS (Clear To Send) RS232 
input, no protection zenerdiodes or resistors are needed since the RS232 is +/-15V tolerant 
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and SO is sending +3.3V and 0V voltage levels. The Serial Input (SI) and Serial Clock (SCK) 
on the memory are driven by DTR (Data Terminal Ready) and DSR (Data Set Ready) / RTS 
(Request To Send). Since the DTR, DSR and RTS outputs give +/-12V to +/-15V levels the 
series resistors R21 and R22 are needed to limit the current and take care of the voltage-drop. 
The zenerdiodes Z1 and Z2 make sure that the SI and SCK inputs never exceeds +3.3V.  
  

3.4.8 Power & System clock generation – Sheet 7 
Shows the generation of the core voltage supply to the FPGA, VCCINT = +1.5V, status 
LEDs for VCCINT and +3.3V and the generation of the 40MHz system clock SYS_CLK. 
 
The main system +3.3V power supply is distributed from an external power supply, e.g. an 
Agilent E363xA DC Power Supply, to connector J9. J9 consists of one black (GND) and one 
red (+3.3V) connector for 4 mm lab plugs. Capacitor C12 is a 1000µF onboard PCB 
decoupling capacitor, capacitor C13 is not mounted, it is draw in the schematic only to create 
a pair of extra pads where an additional capacitor can be mounted if necessary.   
 
The FPGA core voltage VCCINT = +1.5V is generated by MAX1818EUT15 (U5). It is a 
500mA Low-dropout Linear Voltage Regulator from MAXIM (see [11]).  The datasheet 
recommends having a big capacitor of 4.7µF @ Vout < 2.2V, instead I have chosen five 
capacitors C2 to C6 each of 1µF in parallel. They give a capacitance of 5µF instead of the 
recommended 4.7µF, but in contrary these small 1µF surface mounted capacitors can fit in 
close to U5, which will be located in the height-restricted area of the PC Card shaped part of 
the STP-board. 
 
The 40 MHz system clock SYS_CLK is generated by CFPS-73 (XT1), which is a surface 
mount simple packaged crystal oscillator from C-MAC. It has a Tri-state HCMOS (3.3V) 
output, enabled by its EN-pin. Pull-up resistor R11 enables the output, if another clock source 
are used e.g. EXT_CLK resistor R11 can be removed and resistor R10 is mounted instead, 
that will disable the oscillator output, both to save power and to minimize disturbances.  
 
The two green LEDs D12 and D15 show the power supply status. LED D12 shine when the 
+3.3V supply in on, and LED D15 when the generated +1.5V works. Since +1.5V is not 
enough to switch on a green LED with 2.1V voltage-drop the transistor-buffer Q5 is 
introduced.  
 
Capacitors C10, C11, C15, C16, C17 are decoupling capacitors for the configuration memory 
U4 on sheet 5. This is also the schematic part where +3.3V is connected to VCC, VCCO and 
VCCAUX. This concatenation of the three differently named VCC nets can be seen in the 
warnings reported when the netlist is generated. It says that VCC, VCCO and VCCAUX will 
be replaced by only one +3.3V-net. In the PCB layout tool only the +3.3V-netname will be 
used for all of them. 

3.4.9 FPGA Decoupling capacitors – Sheet 8 
This final sheet show the decoupling capacitors for the FPGA, according to XILINX 
application notes the FPGA should have had more decoupling capacitors than used in this 
design. If it turns out that more capacitors are needed then it is simply to mount the extra 
capacitors on top of the existing ones. Always place the decoupling capacitors as close to the 
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supply pins as possible. Due to a late design change FPGA BANK6-7 (PC Card Connection) 
VCCO don’t have any decoupling capacitors. But since the CardBus PC Card interface is 
sensible for capacitive loads, it might be good that no extra decoupling capacitors, except of 
the PCBs internal capacitance are added. 
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4 PCB LAYOUT 
This chapter with subsections describes the PCB layout process, from symbol generation, 
layer stackup selections, design rules, to generation of manufacturing data.   

4.1 About the PCB layout tool 
The PCB, Printed Circuit Board Layout has been done in Mentor Graphics, PCB layout tool 
Supermax ECAD v9.2.3. The development of Supermax started in 1975 by DDE-EDA. From 
the beginning it was called IPL (Interactive PCB Layout), an abbreviation that still can be 
found here and there in the program, in 1989 it was rename to Supermax ECAD (SMECAD). 
In 2003 Mentor Graphics acquired the assets of DDE-EDA. Today v9.2.3 run on many 
different platforms; HP-UX®, Windows 2000/NT®, Sun's Solaris™, Red Hat® Linux, or 
even mixed environments. In this thesis the PCB layout started in the Windows 2000-version, 
continued in Solaris and was completed in the Linux-version. This platform changes was 
made mainly due to increasing performance demands while the layout was developed and 
more complex with more layers and areas, but also due to the fact that the layout started in 
Windows with the newest v9.2.3 which was not installed on Linux and Solaris, since the 
Solaris and Linux administrators were on vacation, it was easier to make the first installations 
and tests on my own Windows 2000 desktop. The switch between platforms are very simple, 
since Supermax uses the X Window systems graphical toolkit Motif that exists for all 
platforms except Windows where an X-Window client, e.g. Exceed has to be used, then it 
uses the same scripts, look, work and feel the same on all platforms. 

4.2 Symbol generation 
The first step in the PCB layout process is to create the symbols and footprints for the 
components in the schematic. In SMECAD, like in many other high-cost advanced PCB 
layout tools there is no default symbol library delivered by the default. These libraries have to 
be bought separately or as in most cases be created by the designer at design start. In some 
cases it is always necessary to create new components, perhaps it has not been used before, or 
to make sure that the symbol really corresponds to that actual component, sometimes a 
component has a standard footprint name that does not meet the footprint standard, e.g. in this 
design the transistor BC547B has a SOT23 footprint, just like MAX1818EUT-15, but one of 
them have 3 pins and the other has 6 pins. So it might be risky to use predefined symbol 
libraries, but if they exists and are correct it speeds up the design process a lot.  In SMECAD 
version 9 there is a Footprint-Wizard that uses pads to create advanced footprint-pad-patterns 
like, BGA/PGA, Staggered, QFP, DIL, SIL, etc. It has advanced pin-naming features for 
names consisting of both alpha numeric and letters with specific letter exclusions rules, very 
well suited for big BGAs like FPGAs. The Wizard can also generate a simple design outline, 
component drawing and text. If more advanced component drawings and text are wanted, it 
can be done by editing the component, exactly as if the component was an ordinary design. 

4.3 System Test Platform PCB (Layers) 
When all symbols are made, the schematic is completed and a netlist is generated, this 
together with the design rule considerations for PC Card – CardBus and the Virtex-II in 
Chapter 2.4 “PCB – Printed Circuit Board” makes it possible to start doing the PCB layout. 
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The first decision in the layout was to use 8-metal layers instead of 6-metal layers that Xilinx 
recommended (see Section 2.4.3 “Virtex II requirements on PCB, Layout Considerations”). 
In this case it seemed impossible to get an easy solution with less than 7-layers and since the 
allowed number of layers is a multiple of two I had to choose 8-layers. The thickness of the 
metal- and isolation layers were chosen in conjunction with the PCB manufacturer 
“Electroprocess AB“ in such way that I chose one of their standards (see 4.5.1 ”PCB 
Manufacturing”). 
 

4.3.1 Metal layers 
Top 
L2 

GndPlane 
Vcc_VccIntPlane 

VccAux_VccoPlane 
L3 
L4 

Bottom 
 

The metal layers are named: Top, L2, GndPlane, 
Vcc_VccIntPlane, VccAux_VccoPlane, L3, L4 and 
Bottom, see Figure 27. 
 
The Top and Bottom layers are the outer layers onto 
which the components are soldered. 
 
GndPlane is the ground plane with as few holes and 
interrupts as possible that might cause unacceptable 
inductive voltage drops. 

 

Figure 27 STP Metal layer stackup 

 
Vcc_VccIntPlane and VccAux_VccPlane are power supply planes.  
 
The reason why there are two power supply layers is because the Xilinx Virtex II FPGA 
requires that VccInt (1.5V) and VccAux (3.3V) have separate planes (see the chapter 
“Printed Circuit Board Considerations, Layout Considerations, Vcc and Ground Planes” in 
[7]).  
 
Figure 28 and Figure 29 shows the principle of the two power planes and how they are split 
into the sub-planes Vcc_CardBus, VccInt and Vcco6-7. Vcc_VccIntPlane has +3.3V outside 
the +1.5V VccInt-area beneath the FPGA and voltage regulator MAX1818. It also has an area 
Vcc_CardBus that connect the power pins (17,51) in the CardBus receptacle to diode D16 
(sheet 2). VccAux_VccPlane has the sub-area Vcco6-7, which connects the FPGA BANK6-7 
Vcco6-7 to either diode D16 or D17 (sheet 2). Everywhere else this plane is connected to 
+3.3V Vcc. 
 

L2, L3 and L4 are inner signal metal layers used for signal routing. 
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VccInt = +1.5VVcc_CardBus

Vcc = +3.3V

VccInt = +1.5VVcc_CardBus

Vcc = +3.3V

 
  

Figure 28 Vcc_VccIntPlane PCB layer Figure 29 Vcco_VccAuxPlane PCB layer 

 

4.3.2 Other layers – Isolation and graphical 
Beside the metal layers there are also graphical and isolation layers. 
 
The purpose of the insulation layers is to separate different metal layers from each other. 
Usually these types of layer look like a plain sheet with many holes, where all the vias are 
passing through. The isolation layers used in this design have names beginning with Iso-.  
 
Graphical layers have two main purposes:  

• First they give an overview of the layout, showing component sizes and placements. 
• Secondly they can be printed on the manufactured PCB. 

 
All graphical layers simplify the component placement and routing, the trick is to select the 
right combination of layers switched-on for optimal overview. 

 
Graphical layers that are printed on the manufactured PCB: 
 TOP-side:   CompdrawTop, RefdesTop and SilkTop 
 BOTTOM-side:  CompdrawBot, RefdesBot and SilkBot 
 

4.3.3 Layers used in the STP - Layout 
The Design layer shows the outline of the board. The Silk-layer has details that nice to have 
printed on the PCB. Compdraw-layer shows the outline of the component package. 
Compsize-layer defines a restricted area where no other component can be placed, because 
they will be to close to each other. Refdes-layer is display the schematic Refdes-name of a 
component e.g. U1, J2 etc. Paste-layer define openings where solder-paste should be applied 
before soldering. 
 

VccAux = Vcc = +3.3V

Vcco6-7

VccAux = Vcc = +3.3V

Vcco6-7
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Design 

DeviceTop 

ArticleTop 

RefdesTop 

CompsizeTop 

CompdrawTop 

SilkTop 

IsoTop 

PasteTop 

Top 

Iso1 

L2 

Iso2 

GndPlane 

Iso3 

Vcc_VccIntPlane 

Iso4 

VccAux_VccoPlane 

Iso5 

L3 

Iso6 

L4 

Iso7 

Bottom 

PasteBot 

IsoBot 

SilkBot 

CompdrawBot 

CompsizeBot 

RefdesBot 

ArticleBot 

DeviceBot 

Fabrication (Miller) 

Dimension 
 

 
Finally there are one isolation layer between 
each metal-layer and a contour-milling 
layer. The isolation layers, IsoTop, Iso1 to 
Iso7 and IsoBottom prevents short-circuit 
between metal-layers and consists only of 
opening-holes were vias are going to pass 
between the metal-layers. The milling layer 
contains control data for the contour miller. 
 
This makes a design with a total of 34 
layers. 
 
The most interesting layers are included in 
APPENDIX D – Layout 

4.3.4 Design rules 
The design rules used are based on 
subsection 2.4.2 “CardBus requirements on 
PCB”, 2.4.3 “Virtex II requirements on 
PCB, Layout Considerations” and 
recommendations from the PCB 
manufacturer Electroprocess AB.  
 
Conductor width or as called tracewidth and 
spacing – distance between traces were both 
chosen to 5 mil = 125 um for most of the 
traces. If a wider tracewidth was chosen 
there were severe problems to route all 
signals from the FPGA through the 
“bottleneck” between the PC-Card-formed-
part to the bigger extension-board-part of 
the PCB. This 5-mil width was also used 
beneath the FPGA and to the CardBus 
receptacle. 10 mil traces were used for 
clock-nets and 20 mil traces for power-
traces where it was possible. 
Closest distance from trace to design outline 
was 10mil and trace to unconnected via or 
drill-hole was 5mil. 

 

Figure 30 All 34 layers in the STP Layout 
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4.4 Layout - Routing and component placement 

4.4.1 Component placement 
The component placement was done with the idea that it in a future version of the board 
should be easy to cut the STP-board at the “bottleneck” between the PC-Card-formed-part 
and the extension-board-part. This for example would be practical when the SoCTRix 
WLAN-ASIC is completed, then the idea is just to “glue-it-onto” the PC-Card-formed-part 
cut the board in the bottleneck and add an external antenna.  
 
CardBus receptacle    bottleneck   External +3.3V    Logic Analyzer connectors 
 
       +1.5V regulator        JTAG-connectors                                                 LEDs 

 

 

 
FPGA            Crystal oscillator    Configuration memory             RS232-programmer     
 
   Selection resistors   EEPROM      Connectors for MSPCB and AFPCB 
 

Figure 31 STP-board Component placement 

 
The first component placed on the rotated T-shaped board was the CardBus receptacle, with 
the receptacle locked onto the board the FPGA was placed such that the longest signal trace 
from a receptacle pin to the corresponding FPGA pad was shorter than 38 mm for the all 
CardBus signals, except for CCLK that could be allowed to be as long as 63 mm. The crystal 
oscillator XT1 and the configuration memory U4 were placed close to the FPGA. All mode 
selection resistors were placed as close together as possible in the lower left corner of the PC-
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Card. Then the SETUP EEPROM (U2) and the +1.5V voltage regulator (U5) were placed on 
the PC-Card part. After that the components on the extension-part were placed so that power-
supply connector, JTAG-programmer connectors, Logic Analyzer connectors, RS232-
programmer, Status and debugging LEDs were located on the upper part of the board. Finally 
the connectors to MSPCB and AFPCB were placed on the lower part of the extension-board 
with possibilities to let the daughter-boards to extend downwards for MSPCB and 
downwards, rightwards for the AFPCB. No components were placed between the MSPCB 
and AFPCB connectors (beneath the daughter-boards) this to make sure that no short-circuit 
can occur between components on the STP board and the daughter-boards. 
 

4.4.2 Routing 
When the components were placed the routing of the traces could start. The routing was made 
entirely by hand, but after many of hours of manual routing someone suggested to try 
autorouting. Then I made a quick test with Cadence SPECCTRA autorouter. After one nights 
processing on a powerful SUN-server I aborted it, it had only rendered a very bad result, with 
not many traces successfully routed. This was probably not SPECCTRAs fault, it was 
probably mainly due to insufficient autorouter configuration and incorrectly chosen power-
planes in Supermax ECAD. Since much of the routing already was done manually, I decided 
to skip the autorouting and continue by hand instead of spending time on learning the 
autorouter features. 
 
The routing order I used was; first clock-nets then, configuration memory-nets, JTAG-nets, 
important power-nets, the CardBus interface signals, and then the rest of the nets. All routing 
was stared from the FPGA, using the by Xilinx suggested way of routing the signals out of a 
FG456 BGA (see Figure 15 at the end of section 2.4.3 “Virtex II requirements on PCB, 
Layout Considerations”) this to make sure that all signals could be routed out from the BGA 
pads.  
 
Theoretically it is best to route traces orthogonally in the layers to avoid cross-talk and 
capacitive loads. This has not completely been done here since that requires more vias then 
the available space allow. Top, L2 and Bottom layers have been routed in all directions, L3 
mostly horizontal and L4 mostly vertical. A few traces have also been routed in the plane-
layers. 

4.4.3 Generation of manufacturing data 
When the routing is finished and the DRC (Design Rule Check) is completed without errors 
and all eventual warnings are controlled. It is time to generate manufacturing data. Supermax 
ECAD has a special wizard for creation of manufacturing data; it can generate postscript-
files, original- and extended gerber-files, dxf-files, drill and miller files, pick-n-place files etc. 
The standard format used by PCB-manufacturers is the gerber-format, which is a text-file 
containing controlling commands and coordinates. The original gerber-format also needed a 
separate aperture-file specifying which tool and which sizes to use. The drilling data was not 
included in the original gerber, it was sent in a separate drill-file. The newer Extended gerber-
format, .274x – includes the tool and drilling information. The files generated in this project 
is the extended gerber-format they are:      
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4.5 Manufacturing  
The manufacturing of the STP-board is made in two steps, first PCB manufacturing and then 
component mounting. 

4.5.1 PCB Manufacturing 
Electroprocess (EP) in Borlänge, Sweden made the PCB-manufacturing. In the beginning of 
the design process a 8-layer board was chosen mainly due to the requirements in the Board 
Routability Guidelines section in [7] and the fact that we wanted to avoid using blind, buried 
or micro vias. We had chosen different thickness of the inner- and outer copper layers and 
different thickness of the isolation layers between the copper layers, to get a total thickness of 
1 mm, and to maximize the capacitance between power-planes and ground-plane.  
 
In discussion with Electroprocess we decided to use one of their standard 8-layer stackups 
with 35 µm copper thickness, 130 µm prepreg isolation thickness and 360 µm core isolation 
thickness, see Table 17, giving a total thickness of 1.6 mm and Gold-Nickel (Au/Ni) surface 
treatment, and through-hole-vias. 
 

Table 17: Electroprocess AB - 8-layer standard stackup 

LAYER NAME TYPE THICKNESS MATERIAL 
Top Electrical 18 µm plated to 35 µm Cu 

 Isolation 130 µm FR4 

L2 Electrical 35 µm Cu 

 Isolation 130 µm FR4 

GndPlane Electrical 35 µm Cu 

 Isolation 360 µm FR4 

Vcc_VccIntPlane Electrical 35 µm Cu 

 Isolation 130 µm FR4 

VccAux_VccoPlane Electrical 35 µm Cu 

 Isolation 360 µm FR4 

L3 Electrical 35 µm Cu 

 Isolation 130 µm FR4 

L4 Electrical 35 µm Cu 

 Isolation 130 µm FR4 

Bottom Electrical 18 µm plated to 35 µm Cu 

 
When EP received the Gerber-manufacturer-data from Supermax ECAD they run it through 
their DRC- and CAM-systems. They did some small changes, moving some traces laying to 
close to vias (that was not found by my DRC, since their DRC-constraints were tougher 
between inner-routing layers and passing through vias that not connected onto that layer). 
Finally they added soldermask on the Top-vias-pads under the FPGA to avoid unwanted 
soldering between the FPGAs BGA-balls and vias-pads, and also to avoid solder-paste to run 
down into the via hole leaving the solderpad without paste. Unfortunately EP missed to put 
the soldermask on 7-10 of the outermost vias on the FPGAs-BGA-pads. But the component-
mounting-firm EDC fixed that. The reason why EP added the soldermask on the vias beneath 
the FPGA was because it was faster and easier for them to do it with their tools, than 
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resending the design to me and letting me create a new type of vias with isolation on the 
TOP-layer then to change and replace the approximately 300-vias. We still wanted un-
isolated vias on the rest of the board enabling us to measure on the vias otherwise it would 
have been simple to change all vias.  
 
Some PCB manufacturer don’t want to cover vias with soldermask, because they claim that 
the via must be able to expand if the temperature changes, e.g. while soldering or in some 
other extreme situations, when the via can’t expand they claim that there is a risk that the via 
might explode. 

4.5.2 Mounting of Components 
EDC AB (Elektronik Data Cad) in Munkfors, Sweden mounted the components to the PCB. 
The components like the resistors, diodes, LEDs and most of the capacitors were supplied by 
EDC since they had it in stock and in packages that fit into their mounting robots, the rest of 
the components were delivered by us. In “APPENDIX E – BOM (Bill Of Materials)” the 
component list is included. The BOM-list also show were the different components were 
bought and how much they costs. 
 
All components except the CardBus-receptacle on the topside of the board were machine 
mounted, and the components on the bottom-side were mounted by hand. To make sure that 
the soldering of all the 456 BGA pads beneath the FPGA was correct, each card was X-
Rayed before the next board was mounted. 
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5 SOFTWARE DESIGN 

5.1 VHDL overview 
VHDL is an abbreviation for VHSIC HDL that is Very High Speed Integrated Circuit 
Hardware Description Language; it is a language for simulation, modelling, testing, and 
design of hardware. The VHDL-code can be written in many abstraction layers, it can be 
used for writing simple simulation tasks, writing testbenches in a way almost like a high-level 
programming language like C or for writing very detailed hardware structures only suited for 
design of ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuit). The VHDL-code can be simulated 
and synthesized, when the code is to be simulated it is compiled for an event driven 
Simulator-software e.g. Modelsim. The Simulator is run on a computer and usually displays 
the result in waveform windows on the screen or saves the result to a file; this is a way to test 
the code so that it is works properly. The VHDL-code written for simulation is not always 
possible to synthesize. Synthesizing means that the code is translated into a form that can be 
placed’n’routed to fit into a FPGA or for making an ASIC. So depending on what you want 
to do, and on which level you work; functional, descript ional or low-level, you can always 
use VHDL. 

5.2 Design-flow – FPGA tools 
 

 

The FPGA design-flow is based 
on tools from Mentor Graphics 
and Xilinx. The design flow is 
shown in Figure 32. 
 
Mentor Graphics IDE (Integrated 
Design Environment) is called 
FPGA Advantage Pro 5.4 it 
includes: 

• HDL Designer  
• ModelSim 
• Leonardo Spectrum 

HDL Designer is used for making 
block diagrams and VHDL-code 
entry. The code is simulated with 
Modelsim and finally synthesised 
to an .edf netlist by Leonardo 
Spectrum.  
 
Xilinx Design Tool Package is 
called Xilinx ISE 6.2i.  

 Figure 32 FPGA Design Tools 

 
Xilinx ISE uses the .edf-netlist and an .ucf (user constraint file) with pin assignments to do 
the Place’n’route. The result is a .bit or .mcs file, which includes the data that is going to be, 
downloaded into the FPGA respectively the configuration PROM. 
Finally Xilinx IMPACT downloads the .bit or .mcs to the FPGA or configuration PROM 
through the JTAG-programming cable Xilinx Parallel Cable IV.   
 

ModelSim

Simulation Synthesis

Leonardo Spectrum

.edf

Place ’n’ route

Xilinx ISE 6.2i

.ucf

.bit or .mcs

Xilinx IMPACT

Program FPGA

HDL Designer

Block diagram and VHDL entry

ModelSim

Simulation Synthesis

Leonardo Spectrum

.edf

Place ’n’ route

Xilinx ISE 6.2i

.ucf

.bit or .mcs

Xilinx IMPACT

Program FPGA

HDL Designer

Block diagram and VHDL entry
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5.3 Initial test of the System Test Platform (STP)-board 
As a first test of the System Test Platform Board and the design-flow, a simple VHDL-
application was made. The application called LEDTestPCcard is scrolling a pattern on the 
eight onboard LEDs. The block diagram of this test application is shown in Figure 33.  
 

The block diagram consist of four blocks, the first is CLOCK_GEN which function is to 
divide the 40 MHz system clock, SYS_CLK, to a 10 Hz scroll_clk. The second block 
SCROLL_PATTERN, defines a 10-bit pattern LEDpattern b’00 0000 0011’ where the lower 
8 bits, LEDpattern(7 downto 0) is sent to the third block LED_OUTPUT2, which turn on 
LED_D1 (D2) and LED_D0 (D1). At every rising edge of scroll_clk the LEDpattern is left-
shifted one step.  
 

When the pattern looks like b’01 1000 0000’ only the most significant bit, LED_D7 (D8), of 
the onboard LEDs are shining. Next step when b’11 0000 0000’ all LEDs are off, the step 
after this is b’10 0000 0001’ then LED_D0 (D1) shine again, the step after that is b’00 0000 
0011’ which is the pattern we started with. This gives the impression that scrolling effect is 
maintained.  
 

If the resetN signal is pulled low the CLOCK_GEN stops the scroll_clk and reset the 
SCROLL_PATTERN block, which then loads the default pattern. The reason why the pattern 
is 10-bit instead of 8-bit that can be displayed on the eight LEDs is that the scroll looks nicest 
this way. The third block LED_OUTPUT is only inverting all bits in LEDpattern(7 downto 0)  
to bus LED_D(7 downto 0), this is done since the LEDs are active low, otherwise we would 
have had a ‘scrolling darkness’. The fourth block HPLA1 is a mapping of the 8 bits in 
LEDpattern(7 downto 0) and scroll_clk to the Logic Analyzer connector 1 signals called 
HPLA1_D(15 downto 0) (only least significant 8-bits are used) and GCLK3P_HPLA1_CLK1 
. The top-level signals in the block diagram, the inputs resetN, SYS_CLK and the outputs 
GCLK_HPLA1_CLK1, HPLA1_D and LED_D are connected to the correct pin on the FPGA 
thanks to the user constraints file LEDTestPCcard.ucf (see “APPENDIX F – VHDL for 
initial test”). Note: only the signals used in the top-level are mapped to the FPGA, unused 
pins on the FPGA are default set as inputs. The ucf-file also specifies resetN as input with an 
internal pull-up resistor; resetN is connected to the pin that is connected to HPLA2_D0 in the 
schematic. Reset is made by short-circuit pin D0 to GND in connector J8 HPLA2.  

LEDTestPCcard
CLOCK_GEN
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scroll_clk

SYS_CLK

LEDTestPCcard
SCROLL_PATTERN
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Figure 33 Block diagram of LEDTestPCcard – A simple scrolling LED application. 

 

                                                 
2 LED_OUTPUT has 8 LED outputs, LED_D0 to LED_D7, they corresponds to D1 to D8 on the STP-board. 
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6 TEST AND MEASUREMENT 
This chapter describes the initial start-up, testing and programming of the STP-board. The 
last subsection describes the small hardware modifications done to get a working CardBus 
interface. 

6.1 First powering up of the STP-board 
Before the power is switched on a new System Test Platform Board it must be checked so 
that the components are correctly mounted, the electrolytic capacitors have correct values and 
polarity, the resistors have correct values and no short-circuits exists in the CardBus- and 
other connectors. When no viewable errors can be found the +3.3V Power Supply can be 
attached, use an initial current limit at approx 10 mA, if everything seems ok, increase the 
current limit and check the output from the +1.5 V onboard voltage regulator U5, 
MAX1818EUT15 (AASO) so it is +1.5 V and nothing else (at 10mA current limit U5 does 
not give +1.5V). Check the green status LEDs VccINT +1.5V and +3.3V for VCC/VCCO they 
should shine bright and clear. A current limit of approx 110 mA at +3.3V has proven to be 
sufficient. 

6.2 Programming the FPGA 
If everything above is ok, switch of the power supply and connect the JTAG-programmer-
cable to “JTAG CONFIG MEM”-connector (J6), switch on the supply again, now the 
consumed current is a couple of mA higher then before since the programmer requires some 
mA to its internal buffers. Note that since the mounted J6-connector has 2.54 mm pin-to-pin 
distance, instead of 2 mm, the “fly-leads” must be used instead of the band cable 
accompanying the Xilinx Parallel Cable IV. 
 
Start Xilinx IMPACT and Scan JTAG chain; make sure it finds the XC18V04 configuration 
memory, import and download the PROM-file LEDTestPCcard.mcs to the memory. If 
everything is ok, IMPACT shows “Programming Succeeded” and the scrolling light starts 
automatically on the eight RED onboard LEDs. 
  
On STP Board #1 and #2 the current drawn is between 80-90 mA depending if the JTAG-
programmer still is connected and on how many LEDs currently shining. The two green PSU 
status LEDs always shine while power is supplied. If you look at the current-meter on the 
power supply you can notice a dip in the current-consumption by approx 20 mA when the 
two red LEDs have “scrolled of the edge” (all red LEDs are off). This dip corresponds to the 
current through the two LEDs, which is approx 2*(3.3-1.8)/150 [V/Ω]= 20 mA. 

6.3 Connecting the Logic Analyzer 
Now when the STP Board works it is time to test the Logic Analyzer connector HPLA1 (J3). 
Connect a “HP 01650-63203 100kΩ Termination adapter” to HPLA1 (J3) connector. Set up 
the Logic Analyzer in “State Mode” and select rising-edge on CLK1 (channel J if POD1 is 
used on Acreo’s Agilent LA16702B Logic Analyzer) as clock-source. Display a waveform or 
listing window and you will se the scrolling pattern. 
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Figure 34 Principle waveform generated by LEDTestPCcard 

6.4 Hardware modifications to get a working CardBus interface 
We have decided that no details of how-to set-up and program the PC Card CardBus interface 
will be included within the thesis report. But there are some important issues that have to be 
mentioned.  
 
When the VHDL-implementation of the CardBus PC-Card interface part of the 
Communication Module was first tested in the FPGA it did not work. Our first thought was 
that it was some hardware related problem. When the STP-board was inserted into the 
computer, it reported that a 16-bit PC Card was inserted (instead of CardBus) and that it 
could not apply the power. The first thought was that the PC Card Mode selection resistors 
were incorrectly mounted. A check showed that the correct resistors was mounted, but just to 
be safe we mounted a 0Ω resistor at position R41. But the same error remained.  
 
After some measurements we found out that there was no VCC_CARDBUS voltage on the 
STP-board. Ohm-measurement from pad 17 and 51 in the CardBus receptacle (J5) to diode 
D16 showed that the connection was broken. Detailed studies of the layout in Supermax 
ECAD made it possible that if the vias passing through the inner-PCB-layer-power-plane 
VCC_CARDBUS (see Figure 28) was not perfectly aligned they could cause the plane to 
break. This seems to be what had happened.  It is strange that this error was not found by the 
DRC in Supermax ECAD or the Flying-probe test at the PCB manufacturer.     
 
The first test was to solder a small cable from diode D16 cathode-pad and connect it to VCC 
on the “PCCextend 140A” CardBus PC Card Extender corresponding to the 
VCC_CARDBUS pins in J5. This did not help at all. The computer still detected the STP-
board as a 16-bit PC Card. 
 
The second test, and also the solution, was to remove the small cable mentioned above and 
mount a 1206-sized 0Ω resistor at diode D17’s place. This means that the VCCO6-7 is 
supplied from the external +3.3V instead of the VCC_CARDBUS, (Note: that this is against 
the PCMCIA principle that the sum-of-currents in and out of the CardBus interface should be 
equal). Anyhow, this was what was needed to make it work.  
 
Now the computer detects a CardBus PC-Card when the STP-board is inserted. The computer 
starts the CCLK and starts reading the CIS, (Configuration Information Structure) and maps 
the card into the computers PCI address space. The STP-board is now available for the device 
drivers in the Linux 2.6 kernel. 
 

HPLA1_D(15:8)
HPLA1_D(7)
HPLA1_D(6)
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HPLA1_D(4)
HPLA1_D(3)
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HPLA1_D(4)
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HPLA1_D(2)
HPLA1_D(1)
HPLA1_D(0)
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Summary:  
The VCC_CARDBUS area in the “Vcc_VccIntPlane PCB layer” is broken, thus the 
VCC_CARDBUS on the STP-board is not supplied from the computer.  
 
If resistor R41 (0Ω) is mounted and diode D17 is replaced by a 1206-sized 0Ω-resistor, then 
no patching at all is needed to get the STP-board to work. (Note: that this is against the 
PCMCIA principle that the sum-of-currents in and out of the CardBus interface should be 
equal). Anyhow, this was what was needed to make it work. 
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7 SUMMARY  
This thesis has produced a state-of-the-art system-test-platform that can be used to develop 
and test WLAN ASICs or other circuits needing high speed, high data throughput to a 
computer. The work done are designing the system, selection of components, schematic 
capturing, PCB process selection, layout, manufacturing, component mounting and finally 
VHDL-code with a method for initial start-up. 
The time spent on the different technical moments in the thesis work are listed in Table 18. 
The time for writing the report is not included, but it has taken a couple of weeks. 

Table 18: Time spent on different tasks 

TASK TIME (Days) 
System Design + literature study 17 
Schematics + symbols 12 
Layout + footprints 29 
Manufacturing 10 
Mounting 14 
Test and programming 12 
Computer related tasks 6 
Other tasks, ordering etc 12 

 
When the project started I believed that the general time rule for PCB-development stating 
that Design, Schematic and Layout should take one third each. Here the relations are 17/58 = 
30%, 12/58 = 20% and 29/58 = 50%. My comment is that the Design and Schematic work 
was almost as expected according to the rule, but the Layout was much more complex and 
took longer time than expected.   
Interesting to note is also that only 58 days of approximately 100 days (58%) were spent on 
the three main tasks, 12/100 = 12% on test and programming and 30/100 = 30% for other 
things (that many of them might seem unimportant at a first point of view).  
 
The hardware achieved has the following features: 

• 8-layer PCB 
• PCMCIA CardBus PC Card interface, enabling 133 MB/s data throughput 
• 1M Gate Virtex-II FPGA with reprogrammable configuration memory 
• Debugging via LEDs and Logic Analyzer connectors 
• 2x SPI EEPROM 
• 40 MHz system clock 
• Easy connection of two daughter-boards 

 
Finally a comparison with the fulfilment of the assignment specified by the “Thesis Work 
Description”, presented in chapter 1.2 “Method”. 
 
Assignment 1) Completed, the specified hardware developed, manufactured, tested 

and approved to work. 
Assignment 2) Started, but realized that it was too complex and too time consuming to 

include in the thesis. Moving this task out of the thesis work, was 
implemented later see 8.1.  

Assignment 3 and 4)  Were only to be considered if time allowed. 
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This means that assignment 1 and 2 is completed at time of writing, but only assignment 1 is 
presented in the report. Thus the goal of the thesis is completed. 
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8 FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 
The STP-board has worked correctly right from the start and no errors except the broken 
VCC_CARDBUS plane. Still there are always things that could have been done better; here 
are learning’s and some improvements suggested from Electroprocess AB and EDC AB. 
 
Electroprocess AB – suggest that we could have received more detailed design-rules 
supporting their processes in the beginning of the project. Instead of having soldermask to 
avoid solder-paste running down into the via-holes, we could have used Plugged-vias beneath 
the FPGA. Or it might have been possible to use a 6-layer PCB with microvias. But they said 
in the beginning of the project that an 8-layer board without microvias was cheaper. They 
would like to have a larger clearance-distance between traces and inner-layer-via-holes and to 
the miller-outline.  
 
EDC AB - would have liked a CardBus PC Card receptacle with solder-connectors on both-
sides of the PCB instead of all connector on the same side, to make the mounting easier due 
to wider pitch between the receptacle-pins and easier alignment. But all such receptacles that 
I found gave a big problem, which was that the PCB thickness then had to be less than 20 mil 
= 0.5 mm. It is, if even possible very expensive to make a 20 mil PCB with 6-8 layers that 
can handle the stresses applied to the card when attaching the MSPCB and AFPCB. Then I 
believe that the PC-card-shaped part must be separated from a thicker Extension-board-
shaped part. They had also preferred not to have via-holes in solder-pads and if the via had to 
be placed in a solder-pad then the via should been a plugged-via.  
 
No other future improvements have been suggested. Next section describes a little about the 
continued development done and how the STP-board has been used. 
 

8.1 Work done after “technical-thesis-work” and before completing 
the report  

In late November 2003 after 30 weeks of effective work me and my supervisors, decided that 
I had completed the technical work that should be include in the thesis. At that point I had 
completed point 1 (see 1.2 Method), and started with point 2 but realised that point 2 would 
take to long time to complete as part of the thesis work.  
 
In January 2004 a System Test Platform Group (STPG) with 5 people was created. 
Our goal was to continue the development of the System Test Platform developed by me in 
this thesis, but also to develop a new platform with much higher data processing capabilities 
and the possibilities to use it for MIMO-systems. MIMO means Multiple Input Multiple 
Output that is more than one transceiver working in parallel together with each other to get 
higher data throughput.    
 
The work with the new platform and the STP was made in parallel. First we implemented the 
CardBus-interface in the FPGA and started to write software drivers for Linux kernel 2.6. 
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Figure 35 Debugging the CardBus interface on the STP-board 

Figure 35 show a picture of the debugging process of the CardBus interface, using the 
PCCextend 145 and 4 HP-Logic Analyzer Pods. Simultaneously with this, a design of a new 
system test platform board was initiated. 
 
When the CardBus interface implementation was finished, we added extra logic in the FPGA 
that made it possible to connect two STB-boards together via band cables connected to 
HPLA1 (J3) and HPLA2 (J8). This arrangement is shown in Figure 36.  
 
 

 
Figure 36 Connecting two Laptops with two STP-boards 

 
After initial testing sending data packages between the Laptops connected with the STP-
boards. Then an application for streaming video over the STP-boards was developed. In 
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Figure 37 you can see the left laptop streaming the film Finding Nemo over the connection 
between two STP-boards and displaying the film on the right laptop. 
 

 
Figure 37 Streaming video over a two STP-board link 

 
In middle of May 2004 the new next generation system test platform arrived from 
manufacturing. It is shown in Figure 38. The PC-Card sized part on the left is identical with 
STP-board, this means that we can use all the code, both VHDL and C++ including all 
drivers and tools developed for the STP-board on this new board. 
At the time of writing, august 2004 the new board is up and running with daughter-boards 
like MSPCB and AFPCB. Technical data of this new board: FPGA cluster with 9x Virtex-II 
Pro FPGA programmed from 2x Compact Flash via 2x System Ace, CardBus interface 
implemented in 1x Virtex-II with configuration memory, and finally many external 
connectors where daughter boards can be attached. At present we have 4 different daughter 
boards up and running for the new platform. 
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Figure 38 The next generation system test platform 
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GLOSSARY 
 
ABB  Analog Base Band 
ADC  Analog to Digital Converter 
AF  Analog Frontend 
AFPCB Analog Frontend PCB 
ASIC Application Specific 

Integrated Circuit 
BB  Base Band (MHz) 
BGA  Ball Grid Array 
CAD  Computer Aided Design 
CIS  Card Information Structure 
DAC  Digital to Analog Converter 
DBB  Digital Base Band (MHz) 
DCM  Digital Clock Manager 
DDE  Dansk Data Elektronik 
DRC  Design Rule Check 
ECAD  Supermax ECAD 
EEPROM Electrical Erasable PROM 
FPGA  Field Programmable Gate 

Array 
HP  Hewlett Packard 
I/O  Input / Output 
IEEE Association for Electrical 

Engineering 
Standardizations 

JTAG  Joint Test Action Group 
LAN  Local Area Network 
LED  Light Emitting Diode 
LNA   Low Noise Amplifier 
MISO  Master In Slave Out 
MOSI  Master Out Slave In 
MS  Mixed Signal 
MSPCB Mixed Signal PCB 
NC  Not Connected 
OTP  One Time Programmable 
PCB  Printed Circuit Board 

PCI Peripheral Component 
Interconnect 

PCMCIA Personal Computer and 
Memory Card International 
Association 

PLL   Phase Locked Loop 
PROM Programmable Read Only 

Memory 
QAM Quadature Amplitude 

Modulation 
QPSK  Quadature Phase Shift Key 
RAM  Random Access Memory 
RF  Radio Frequency (GHz) 
SoC  System On Chip 
SoCTRix  Project name for the 

Socware Wireless LAN 
demonstrator 

Socware Swedish research program 
for SoC design – includes 
Acreo AB, LIU, KTH, 
LTH, et al. 

SPI  Serial Peripheral Interface 
SRAM  Static RAM 
STP  System Test Platform 
TCK  Test Clock  
TDO   Test Data Out  
TDI   Test Data In  
TMS   Test Mode Select 
VCO  Voltage Controlled 

Oscillator  
VGA   Variable Gain Amplifier 
VHDL Very high speed integrated 

circuit Hardware 
Description Language 

WLAN Wireless LAN 
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APPENDIX A – Used tools and programs 
Software used: 

• Innoveda eProduct Designer – ViewDraw 

• Mentor Graphics – FPGA Advantage PRO 5.4  
Including HDL Designer, Leonardo Spectrum and Modelsim 

• Mentor Graphics – Supermax ECAD 

• Xilinx ISE 6.2i 

 

Hardware used: 

• Agilent LA16702B Logic Analyzer with HP 01650-63203 Termination Adapter. 

• Dell, Laptop computer 

• HP E3136A Triple Output DC Power Supply 

• Sycard PCCextend 140A CardBus Extender 

• Sycard PCCextend 145 – HP Logic Analyzer Adapter 

• Xilinx Parallel Cable IV – JTAG programmer. 
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APPENDIX B – Picture of the STP-board 
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APPENDIX C – Schematics 
The schematic pages do not have headers, footers or page numbers, this to increase the 
readability and to simplify printing. All sheets 1-8 can be printed on A4 Landscape. Sheet 2 
has many small details and is therefore best printed on A3 Landscape. 
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APPENDIX D – Layout 
Appendix D presents the most interesting layout layers. The CAD-layers used to create each 
image are listed after Layer: 
 
Layer: Design, RefdesTop, CompdrawTop and SilkTop. 
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Layer #1: Design, Top. 
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Layer #2: Design, L2 
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Layer #3: Design, GndPlane. 
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Layer #4: Design, Vcc_VccIntPlane. 
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Layer #5: Design, VccAux_VccoPlane 
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Layer #6: Design, L3. 
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Layer #7: Design, L4. 
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Layer #8: Design, Bottom. 
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Layer: Design, RefdesBot, CompdrawBot and SilkBot. 
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APPENDIX E – BOM (Bill Of Materials) 
The Bill Of Material component list shows the 177 components used on the STP-board. It 
lists the quantity, reference designator REFDES, value, package, notes and finally from 
which distributor it is bought. At the end of BOM page 2 the total component price per STP-
board is calculated. 
 



EDC

# QTY REFDES DEVICE VALUE PACKAGE NOTES EDC art no PRICE
--- ------ ------------------------------------- ----------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------------------------
1 6 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6 C0805 1U 805 852-0203-EXG 0,38
2 8 C7,C8,C9,C10,C11,C15,C16,C17 C0603 10N 603 852-0208-EXG 0,06
3 1 C12 CAP2 1000U CAP_CVAX8_10
4 1 C13 CAP2 NC CAP_CVAX8_10 Not mounted comp
5 1 C14 C0603 100N 603 852-0198-EXG 0,08
6 44 C18,C19,C20,C21,C22,C23,C24,C25,C26,C0603 0.1U 603 852-0198-EXG 0,08

C27,C28,C29,C30,C31,C32,C33,C34,C35,
C36,C37,C38,C39,C40,C41,C42,C43,C44,
C45,C46,C47,C48,C49,C50,C51,C52,C53,
C54,C55,C56,C57,C58,C60,C61,C62

7 8 D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7,D8 LED RED 603 356-0044-000 1
8 3 D9,D10,D11 LED YELLOW 603 356-0050-000 2,64
9 2 D12,D15 LED GREEN 603 356-0049-000 1

10 1 D16 SDIOD 10BQ015_0P3V SMB42X20
11 1 D17 SDIOD NC SMB42X20 Not mounted comp
12 2 J1,J4 CONN_STIFTLIST_2X6 PIN2X6_SM Divide 2x15 conn. to 2  2x6
13 1 J2 CONNECTOR-1X6 PIN1X6_SM Divide 1x15 conn. to 1x6
14 2 J3,J8 HP01650_63203 HPLA2X10_SM Divide 2x15 into 2x10
15 1 J5 CARDBUS_CON CARDBUS_SM PC-card CardBus connector
16 2 J6,J7 JTAG_CONN JTAG2X7_SM Divide 2x15 con to 2  2x7
17 1 J9 2XLABHYLSA4MM LABHYLSA2X Banana*-connector Black

1 Red conn. Place next-to Black
18 5 J10,J11,J12,J13,J14 CONNECTOR-2X30 FTE-130-DV-A small con. From Samtec
19 5 Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5 BC847B SOT23_TRANS 753-0022-000 0,14
20 16 R1,R2,R3,R4,R10,R13,R28,R35,R36,R37, R0603V NC 603 Not mounted comp

R38,R40,R41,R43,R44,R45
21 7 R5,R11,R12,R27,R46,R47,R48 R0603V 0 603 V in Device means 657-0032-EXG 0,01
22 4 R6,R32,R33,R34 R0603V 10K 603 Vertical-symbol in schematic 654-0103-000 0,01
23 1 R7 R0603V 330 603 but same physical comp. 654-0331-000 0,01
24 2 R8,R9 R0603V 4K7 603 654-0472-801 0,01
25 2 R14,R66 R0603 0 603 657-0032-EXG
26 6 R15,R16,R17,R18,R19,R20 R0603 1K 603 654-0102-801 0,01
27 3 R21,R22,R25 R0603 6K2 603 657-0029-EXG 0,09
28 1 R23 R0603 10K 603 654-0103-000 0,01
29 1 R24 R0603 15K 603 654-0153-000 0,01
30 1 R26 R0603 100K 603 654-0104-801 0,01
31 4 R29,R30,R31,R49 R0603V 150 603 V in Device means 654-0154-000 0,01
32 2 R39,R42 R0603V 20K 603 Vertical-symbol in schematic 654-0203-000 0,01
33 1 R52 R0603V 5K byt till 4K7 603 but same physical comp. 654-0472-801
34 9 R53,R54,R55,R56,R57,R58,R59,R60,R65 R0603 150 603 Som ovan 0,09
35 4 R61,R62,R63,R64 R0603 NC 603 Not mounted comp
36 8 TP1,TP2,TP3,TP4,TP5,TP6,TP7,TP8 TP TP Pad on PCB, not a comp.
37 2 U1,U2 25LC160 SO8N
38 1 U3 XC2V1000 FG456  a FG- BGA 456 pads
39 1 U4 XC18V04 VQ44
40 1 U5 MAX1818EUT15 SOT23_VREG
41 1 XT1 CFPS73 CFPS73_SM
42 3 Z1,Z2,Z3 ZDIOD 3V3 SOD110

-----
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ELFA INSIGHT MEMEC SAMTEC TYCO ELECTRONICS MAXIM

UNITS SUM ELFA NAME ELFA art no PRICE/ UNITS SUM PRICE SUM PRICE SUM PRICE SUM PRICE SUM
UNIT

6 2,28 Dielektrikum X7R 10V 65-767-63 2,95 kr
8 0,48 Dielektrikum X7R 50V 65-758-49 2,49 kr

Elyt kond CV-AX 67-133-90 10,20 kr 1 10,20 kr

1 0,08 Dielektrikum X7R 16V 65-759-63 3,17 kr
44 3,52 Dielektrikum X7R 16V 65-759-63 3,17 kr

8 8 EL19-21VRC 75-308-43 2,64 kr
EL19-21VYC 75-308-50 3 0,00 kr

2 2 EL19-21VGC 75-312-70 2,44 kr
10BQ015/IR 70-217-02 5,78 kr 1 5,78 kr

1-146130-4 divide to 2 43-713-32 40,60 kr 1 40,60 kr
1-146128-3 43-713-08 31,20 kr 1 31,20 kr
1-146130-4 43-713-32 40,60 kr 2 81,20 kr
TYCO ELECTRONICS 0 0
1-146130-4 divide to 2 43-713-32 40,60 kr 1 40,60 kr
Svart Hylskontakt 40-540-03 15,10 kr 1 15,10 kr
Röd Hylskontakt 40-540-29 15,10 kr 1 15,10 kr
SAMTEC 5 0 0

5 0,7 BC847B Y/PH 71-301-31 1,51 kr

7 0,07
4 0,04
1 0,01
2 0,02
2 0
6 0,06
3 0,27
1 0,01
1 0,01
1 0,01
4 0,04
2 0,02

0,00 kr
9 0,81

SPI EEPROM 25LC16073-658-69 24,80 kr 2 49,60 kr
XILINX 1 1985 1985
XILINX 1 340 340
MAXIM 1 0 0
OSC 40MHz CPFS73 74-590-84 64,80 kr 1 64,80 kr
BZX284-C3V3 70-125-37 2,32 kr 3 6,96 kr

Total ------------- Total --------- Total ---------
EDC 18,43 ELFA 361,14 I-MEMEC 2325

Total component price for one System Test Platform Board: 2704,57 Kr (exkl moms)
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APPENDIX F – VHDL for initial test 

VHDL-code for LEDTestPCcard 
This is the VHDL-code of the four blocks shown in Figure 33. 
 

CLOCK_GEN 
-- hds header_start 
-- 
-- VHDL Architecture LEDTestPCcard.CLOCK_GEN.RTL 
-- 
-- Created: 
--          by - boer.boer (lisa) 
--          at - 08:45:40 11/20/03 
-- 
-- Generated by Mentor Graphics' HDL Designer(TM) 2001.5 (Build 170) 
-- 
-- hds header_end 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
 
 
ENTITY CLOCK_GEN IS 
   PORT(  
      SYS_CLK    : IN     std_logic; 
      resetN     : IN     std_logic; 
      scroll_clk : OUT    std_logic 
   ); 
 
-- Declarations 
 
END CLOCK_GEN ; 
 
-- hds interface_end 
ARCHITECTURE RTL OF CLOCK_GEN IS 
BEGIN 
   ------------------------------------------------------------ 
   --  Process: 
   --  Purpose: 
   --  Inputs: 
   --  Outputs:   
   ------------------------------------------------------------ 
   PROCESS (resetN, SYS_CLK) 
      VARIABLE  freq_divider     : integer range 0 TO 21E6; 
      VARIABLE  toggle_bit       : std_logic; 
   BEGIN 
          
      IF (resetN = '0') THEN 
         freq_divider := 0; 
         toggle_bit := '0'; 
          
      ELSIF (RISING_EDGE(SYS_CLK) and (SYS_CLK = '1')) THEN 
         IF (freq_divider <= 20E6) THEN 
            freq_divider := freq_divider+1;         
         ELSE 
            freq_divider := 0; 
            toggle_bit := NOT toggle_bit; 
         END IF; 
      END IF; 
    
      scroll_clk  <= toggle_bit; 
   END PROCESS; 
END RTL; 
 
 

SCROLL_PATTERN 
-- hds header_start 
-- 
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-- VHDL Architecture LEDTestPCcard.SCROLL_PATTERN.RTL 
-- 
-- Created: 
--          by - boer.boer (lisa) 
--          at - 09:17:28 11/20/03 
-- 
-- Generated by Mentor Graphics' HDL Designer(TM) 2001.5 (Build 170) 
-- 
-- hds header_end 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
 
 
ENTITY SCROLL_PATTERN IS 
   PORT(  
      resetN     : IN     std_logic; 
      scroll_clk : IN     std_logic; 
      LEDpattern : OUT    std_logic_vector (7 DOWNTO 0) 
   ); 
 
-- Declarations 
 
END SCROLL_PATTERN ; 
 
-- hds interface_end 
ARCHITECTURE RTL OF SCROLL_PATTERN IS 
BEGIN 
 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
 --  Process: 
 --  Purpose: 
 --  Inputs: 
 --  Outputs:   
 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
 PROCESS (resetN, scroll_clk) 
    VARIABLE    pattern  : std_logic_vector (7 DOWNTO 0); 
 BEGIN  --  PROCESS  
     
   IF (resetN = '0') THEN 
      pattern := "00000011"; 
    
   ELSIF ((RISING_EDGE(scroll_clk)) and (scroll_clk = '1')) THEN 
      pattern := pattern(6 DOWNTO 0) & pattern(7); 
 
   END IF; 
    LEDpattern <= pattern; 
 END PROCESS; 
 
END RTL; 
 

HPLA1 
-- hds header_start 
-- 
-- VHDL Architecture LEDTestPCcard.HPLA1.RTL 
-- 
-- Created: 
--          by - boer.boer (lisa) 
--          at - 15:15:14 11/19/03 
-- 
-- Generated by Mentor Graphics' HDL Designer(TM) 2001.5 (Build 170) 
-- 
-- hds header_end 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
 
 
ENTITY HPLA1 IS 
   PORT(  
      LEDpattern        : IN     std_logic_vector (7 DOWNTO 0); 
      scroll_clk        : IN     std_logic; 
      GCLK3P_HPLA1_CLK1 : OUT    std_logic; 
      HPLA1_D           : OUT    std_logic_vector (15 DOWNTO 0) 
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   ); 
 
-- Declarations 
 
END HPLA1 ; 
 
-- hds interface_end 
ARCHITECTURE RTL OF HPLA1 IS 
BEGIN 
   GCLK3P_HPLA1_CLK1 <= scroll_clk; 
   HPLA1_D <= "00000000" & LEDpattern; 
    
END     RTL; 

 
LED_OUTPUT 

-- hds header_start 
-- 
-- VHDL Architecture LEDTestPCcard.LED_OUTPUT.RTL 
-- 
-- Created: 
--          by - boer.boer (lisa) 
--          at - 15:16:15 11/19/03 
-- 
-- Generated by Mentor Graphics' HDL Designer(TM) 2001.5 (Build 170) 
-- 
-- hds header_end 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
 
 
ENTITY LED_OUTPUT IS 
   PORT(  
      LEDpattern : IN     std_logic_vector (7 DOWNTO 0); 
      LED_D      : OUT    std_logic_vector (7 DOWNTO 0) 
   ); 
 
-- Declarations 
 
END LED_OUTPUT ; 
 
-- hds interface_end 
ARCHITECTURE RTL OF LED_OUTPUT IS 
BEGIN 
   LED_D <= NOT LEDpattern; 
END RTL; 
 

 

User Constraint file (UCF-file) for LEDTestPCcard 
Pin assignment for the FPGA  
 
NET "GCLK3P_HPLA1_CLK1" LOC = "F12"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(0)" LOC = "B17"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(1)" LOC = "A17"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(2)" LOC = "E17"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(3)" LOC = "E16"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(4)" LOC = "D16"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(5)" LOC = "C16"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(6)" LOC = "B16"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(7)" LOC = "A16"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(8)" LOC = "E15"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(9)" LOC = "F14"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(10)" LOC = "D15"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(11)" LOC = "C15"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(12)" LOC = "B15"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(13)" LOC = "A15"; 

NET "HPLA1_D(14)" LOC = "D14"; 
NET "HPLA1_D(15)" LOC = "C14"; 
NET "LED_D(0)" LOC = "B19"; 
NET "LED_D(1)" LOC = "A19"; 
NET "LED_D(2)" LOC = "D18"; 
NET "LED_D(3)" LOC = "C18"; 
NET "LED_D(4)" LOC = "B18"; 
NET "LED_D(5)" LOC = "A18"; 
NET "LED_D(6)" LOC = "D17"; 
NET "LED_D(7)" LOC = "C17"; 
NET "resetN" LOC = "C11"; 
NET "SYS_CLK" LOC = "AB12"; 
NET "resetN" PULLUP; 

 

 




